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INSPECTIE 
            



Wim Jacobs, Innovation Manager Farys

“DALI has a high potential to 
detect leaks and intrusions 
in our transport pipeline 
network in real time and at 
affordable cost.”

PIPELINE MONITORING: EVERY METER, EVERY MINUTE
WE ENSURE THE INTEGRITY OF YOUR PIPELINE IN REAL TIME.

ABOUT DALI
Instantly locate leaks and intrusions in liquids,  
gas and steam pipelines for utilities and industry. 

DALI is a revolutionary pipeline monitoring system 
that helps reduce losses from NRW (Non Revenue 
Water), waste and incidents. It is designed to help 
utility and industry asset managers save money and 
lead their businesses into a more  
sustainable future.

Unlike existing monitoring systems, DALI uses 
 Distri buted Acoustic Sensing (DAS) technology to 
auto  matically pinpoint the exact location of leaks 
and  intrusions around the clock, allowing timely 
interventions and smarter asset management.



Thijs Lanckriet
Project Manager DALI
M. +32 474 83 86 05

info@dalimonitoring.com
Kerkstraat 106
9050 Gentbrugge - Belgium

Curious about what DALI
 can do for your company?

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Installation and operation costs for the DALI system depend on specific pipeline characteristics such as 
length and pipeline material. However, a typical DALI installation costs less than 1% of a full pipeline 
replacement, while extending the lifetime of the existing pipeline by many years, reducing Non-Revenue 
Water (NRW) loss, and giving you full peace of mind about the condition of your assets.

THE SYSTEM

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1. Fiber optic cable is inserted in the pipeline
Durable microduct certified for use in drinking water. 
Custom hot taps allow installation in pressurized pipes. 
Fibers can also double as communication channel with 
valves and other sensors.

2. The Distributed Acoustic Sensor (DAS) is connected
Every minute a measurement over several years.

3. 24/7 monitoring and automatic alerts 
Alerts are automatically sent via e-mail, SMS or SCADA and 
visualised on a dashboard. Long-term monitoring results 
are summarized to support your maintenance strategy. The 
system can also be installed temporarily for periodic or  
one-off incident detection.

DALI was developed as a partnership of Fluves and Vigotec, combining their expertise in fiber optic sensing and pipeline systems.

Rapid installation

Reduce NRW and  
incident risk 

24/7 monitoring

Improve asset reliability  
and extend lifetime

Locate leaks with  
10 m accuracy

Automatic alerts



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

PIA-VALVE/SMART-BOX 

HYDROKO- NRW INNOVATIE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PIA-VALVE/SMART-BOX 
 

 

 

Differential elements  

 
1. Valve Technology 
 
The motor operated valve used in the Smart Valve system is based on the patented HydroKonekt classic valve. This 

valve has proven itself over the last 10years with 500K produced and installed. 



 

As indicated in the picture the HydroKonekt classic has following advantages: 

• 100% Lead free, items in contact with drinking water are made out of composite which has different drinking 
water approvals 

• The plug/membrane is not made out of rubber but made out of TPE which is not subjected to ageing as is a 
rubber membrane 

• The operation mechanism of the valve is not in contact with water. Therefore, it cannot get stuck due to 
scaling. 

• The valve has a full-bore design, so pressure loss is minimal 

• The valve a stable position, no power is needed to keep it at its SET position 

 

 

2. Available data 
 

 



 

 
3. Integrated pressure measurement 

 
A pressure sensor is completely integrated in the solution. With a frequency of up to 5 
minutes water pressure data will be available.  Integrating a pressure sensor in a water 
meter and making the data available nearly real-time has never been done. It will open 
new possibilities for additional customer service but more importantly, pressure data is 
key to improve NRW- and pressure management, thus enhancing asset management 
while lowering operational cost for water utilities. 
 

4. Plug and Play concept 

The complete solution is designed with Plug & Play in mind. The Plug & Play features do 
not only refer to the physical installation process but also to the configuration and 
initialization process. The solution respects current watermeter-standards with regards to 
meter-length and connection-diameter, starting from 165mm- 3/4“, up to 260 mm 5/4”. 
This ensures no additional replacement time is needed, lowering TCO. Moreover, the 
solution will be delivered completely pre-configured and ready to use.  No configuration or 
set-up is needed.  

 
 

5. Choice of Communication technology 
 

With respect to LPWAN communication technology 2 separate solutions are available. 
o Sigfox/LoRaWAN switchable solution 

Water utilities will have the freedom to switch (an unlimited number of times, even 
after physical installation) between communication technology’s during lifetime of 
the water meter. Possibly, lowering TCO and enhancing reliability of the solution.  

o NB-IOT solution 
The NB-IOT solution uses eSIM technology, giving the freedom to change from NB-
IOT operator, in order to lower cost and/or enhance communication reliability.) 
 

6. Network Sided leakage detection possibilities  
 

o Acoustic Leak Detection (Network Sided) 
Every leak in a water pipe makes a specific sound. By using the ultrasonic sensors, a 

value can be attributed to it. Higher levels of that value probably point to a 

network sided (connection and/or main pipe) leak. This patented technology is 

available in Kamstrup’s FlowIQ 2200 and will be integrated in the Hydroko Solution. 

o Combination (data mining) of pressure data, meter consumption data, acoustic 

data and DMA (District Meter Area) flow data, not only enables leak detection but 

will make it possible to localize leaks. Additionally, the acoustic leak detection on 

itself will be used to detect upstream leakage in the water-connection.  

 

7. Flow Regulation (Actively control water consumption) 



o Thanks to the integration of a low-power stepper motor to actuate the valve 
approximately, 40.000 different valve positions are possible. Pressure independent 
flow regulation is possible using a smart algorithm calculating valve position based 
on max-flow water meter data. This functionality is useful to limit consumption of 
an individual user (for example in case of payment issues, while still guaranteeing 
drinking water availability) or limit consumption over a bigger area for example in 
case of issues with drinking water availability in case of for example severe 
drought. 

o The valve can also be used for automatic closure in case of a burst, a leak or a 
reverse flow, preventing water loss and possible water quality issues.  

 
 
 
 



zijn we in staat om lekkages, ligging en 
alle faalmechanismen inzichtelijk te 
maken. Zo kunt u beslissen waar en 
wanneer een leiding(deel) vervangen moet 
worden. Samen zijn we op weg naar 100% 
voorspelbaarheid: een veilig gevoel voor nu 
en de toekomst.
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H
et logo en verhoudingen

Logo varianten met payoff
Wanneer de

payoff in combinatie met zowel het beeldmerk als naammerk wordt toegepast mag deze alleen rechts

https://bit.ly/3kKdHRm

CONDITIEBEPALING EN 
LEVENSDUURVOORSPELLING VAN 
LEIDINGEN
Leidingbreuken zorgen jaarlijks voor veel hinder en schade voor de samenleving 
en het milieu, waardoor de reputatie van uw bedrijf op het spel staat.

Met onze inspectietechnieken krijgt u 
volledig inzicht in de conditie van uw

leidingen. Middels gebruik van 
 

voordelen 
verschillende technieken en sensoren 

100% Inzicht

85%   Kostenreductie

90%  Risicoreductie

98%  CO2 reductie



Wat we meten

• Corrosie

• Uitloging (AC/PCCP)

• Ligging (XYZ/GIS)

Wat we inspecteren

• Carbon/roestvrij staal

• Gietijzer

• HDPE/ PVC/GVK

• Asbestcement

• Beton

PIPE SCANNERACQUARIUS

INTERNE  INSPECTIE 
OVER DE GEHELE LENGTE
Technische aspecten

• Pigging-principe

• Draadloos

• Diameter ≥DN200 (≥6”)

• Ongelimiteerde lengte

• Bi-directioneel

• Geschikt voor overgang in diameter

UITWENDIGE INSPECTIE 
OP LOCATIE
Technische aspecten

• Do It Yourself (DIY)

• Alle inzichten binnen een dag

• Niet-destructieve inspecties

• Elke 0,01mm een meting

• Diameter ≥DN50 (≥2”)

• Ongelimiteerde lengte



• Axiale spanning

• Voegwijdte (spie-mof-verbindingen)

• Wanddikte degradatie

• Interne- en externe diameter, ovaliteit

• Lekdetectie

• Draadbreuk detectie PCCP

PIPE SCANNER DATA SCIENCE

Weinig overlast

Geen downtime

Flexibel passeren van obstakels 

Een run - kilometers 

inspectie

Volledige toestandsbepaling 

Niet-destructief 

Wetenschappelijk gevalideerd

OP WEG NAAR 100% 
VOORSPELBAARHEID
Zelflerende data

• Accurate risicoprofielen en

levensduurvoorspellingen

• Een interface voor alle insights

• 24/7 beschikking over de meest

actuele data

• Integratie in uw workflow

VOORDELEN



SAMEN NAAR 100% VOORSPELBAARHEID OP ELK MOMENT

OPTIES LEIDINGINSPECTIE - ACQUARIUS

Volledige ontzorging
Project basis 
< 10 km/jaar

Gedeeltelijke ontzorging
Licentie + tool lease 
> 10 km/jaar

Altijd (DIY)
Licentie + tool lease 
> 10 km/jaar

Tool bediening 

Uitvoeren inspectie 

Tool localisatie   

Data analyse

Tool bediening 

Uitvoeren inspectie 

Tool localisatie   

Data analyse

Tool bediening 

Uitvoeren inspectie 

Tool localisatie 

Data analyse

Get Acquainted!  -  Zwettestraat 27b  -  8912 AV Leeuwarden  -  Nederland
+31 853032782  -  info@acquaint.eu  -  www.acquaint.eu



SmartBall® 
 INLINE FREE-SWIMMING PIPELINE INSPECTION PLATFORM

The SmartBall® platform is a free-swimming inspection 
tool used to detect leaks and gas pockets and map 
pipeline networks. This platform assesses pressurized 
water and wastewater pipelines in a single deployment, 
without disrupting regular service. The SmartBall 
platform provides utilities with pipeline condition data 
to make informed rehabilitation and management 
decisions on a pipe-by-pipe basis. 

Why Choose SmartBall?

• Highly sensitive acoustic sensor can locate very small 
leaks and gas pockets

• Covers long inspections in a single deployment

• Actively tracked throughout the inspection

•  Easy to deploy in live pipelines through existing 
features and hydrants 

•  Mapping confirms the location of underground 
pipelines and their alignment with other critical assets



What You Can Expect
The SmartBall platform is a valuable addition to a proactive pipeline management program, helping water 
and wastewater pipeline owners better understand the condition and location of their buried assets. 
By detecting leaks and gas pockets, this platform empowers utilities to reduce non-revenue water and 
address problem areas before they result in larger failures. With this information, pipeline owners can also 
better target the assets that need repair or replacement, reducing capital expenditures while increasing 
operational confidence.  

Operational Excellence

The SmartBall platform can be inserted through a 4-inch (100-mm) access point 
into a live or depressurized pipeline six inches (150 mm) or larger. This inline, free-
swimming tool performs inspections without disrupting regular service in pipelines 
operating up to 500 psi (34 bar). The SmartBall platform travels with the product 
flow, collecting pipeline condition information for up to 24 hours. It requires only 
two access points, one for insertion and another for extraction. SmartBall is actively 
tracked throughout the inspection at predetermined, fixed locations along the 
pipeline. This makes data analysis less sensitive to changes in flow rates. 

Delivery Experience

Since 2005, utilities around the world have relied on the SmartBall platform to 
inspect more than 7,000 miles (11,500 km) of pipeline and detect over 3,000 
leaks. This operational experience ensures quality project management and 
professional inspection delivery. 

Actionable Information

Leak and Gas Pocket Detection — The SmartBall platform is equipped with a 
highly sensitive acoustic sensor that can detect pinhole-sized leaks. The sensor 
also identifies the sound of trapped gas, which can adversely affect pipeline 
flow or lead to pipe wall degradation in wastewater force mains. The SmartBall 
platform indicates the location of leaks and gas pockets relative to known points, 
within a typical location accuracy of 6 feet (1.8 m).

 Pipeline Mapping — The SmartBall platform can map the X and Y coordinates 
of the pipeline using the latest accelerometer and gyroscope technologies, 
advanced location algorithms, and field collected global positioning system (GPS) 
points. Compared with available pipeline information, SmartBall Mapping can 
help confirm pipeline alignment or identify major conflicts with utility records.  

SmartBall
BY THE
NUMBERS 7,000+

Miles of pipeline
inspection data

3,000+
Leaks identified

15
Years of experience

across the globe



Get More from Xylem
Xylem is a world leader in the inspection of water and wastewater pressure pipelines and leverages a large 
database of comparable results to calculate remaining useful life and better understand the structural integrity 
of these assets. Complement the leak detection data collected by SmartBall with one of Xylem’s best-in-class 
condition assessment solutions, the PipeDiver® platform, PureRobotics® platform, or PipeWalker™ platform. 
For continuous, remote monitoring of Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (PCCP), Xylem’s SoundPrint® 
Acoustic Fiber Optic (AFO) platform detects and locates wire breaks to prevent pipe failure. 

Related Case Studies

Champlain Water District, Vermont, United States

Project highlights
• 1.8 miles (2.9 km) of Ductile Iron Pipe inspected

• Acoustic inspection with the SmartBall platform identified no leaks or gas pockets

• Transient monitoring revealed no harmful pressure surges

•  The results gave the water district the confidence to reallocate funds originally set aside for repairs 
toward other capital improvement projects

Read the full case study

Waternet, The Netherlands 

Project highlights
• 121 miles (195 km) of PCCP inspected with the SmartBall platform

• Lengthy sections of the pipeline were inspected in a single run, without a disruption in service

• Three leaks located and verified

• Risk mitigated on a critical pipeline

Read the full case study

For more information on how we can help you, contact us at: puretech@xyleminc.com

© 2021 Xylem Inc.  January 2021
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The PipeDiver® platform is a free-swimming pipeline 
condition assessment tool that is easy to deploy and 
operates while the pipeline remains in service. This tool 
provides utility owners with pipe wall condition data 
used to make rehabilitation and management decisions 
on a pipe-by-pipe basis.

Why Choose PipeDiver?

•  Provides comprehensive pipe wall assessment data 
for pressurized water and wastewater pipelines

• Accurately pinpoints areas of pipe wall distress 

• Effectively inspects metallic and concrete pressure 
pipe

• Covers long inspection distances in a single 
deployment

• Pairs with complementary Xylem services to support 
economic and proactive asset management 

PipeDiver®

INLINE FREE-SWIMMING PIPELINE CONDITION ASSESSMENT PLATFORM



What You Can Expect
Many water and wastewater buried assets are replaced based on age, yet much of this costly spending is 
wasted replacing assets with significant remaining useful life. PipeDiver is a best-in-class solution that leverages 
over a decade of inspection experience to simplify and streamline pipe wall data collection. The PipeDiver 
platform provides pipeline owners with powerful insights that help prioritize investment in the pipes that 
need it most. With data visibility and interpretation, utilities can proactively manage their assets with greater 
confidence, reducing the risk of dangerous and expensive failures and unplanned operational expenses.

Operational Excellence

No other technology can provide the quantification and 
pinpoint location accuracy of the PipeDiver platform, 
coupled with its ease of deployment. Its ability to 
navigate in-line valves as well as sharp bends and tees 
enables this platform to inspect pipelines with little to 
no disruption in service. This makes it an ideal tool for 
inspecting critical large-diameter water and wastewater 
pipelines that cannot be removed from service due 
to lack of redundancy or operational constraints. The 
PipeDiver platform can be launched and extracted 
through existing appurtenances, reducing the civil work 
required prior to deploying the tool.

Delivery Experience

Deployed for utilities around the world for over ten years, 
Xylem has collected more than 1,500 miles (2400 km) 
of pipeline inspection data using PipeDiver technology. 
This operational experience ensures quality project 
management and professional inspection delivery.

Actionable Information

The PipeDiver platform contributes to a complete proactive pipeline management program by providing 
utilities with actionable information for decision making. The tool delivers accurate pipe wall condition 
data, identifying and locating defects to inform short- and long-term asset management strategy. Data 
exported to a geographic information system (GIS) enables at-a-glance pipeline visualizations.

PipeDiver
BY THE
NUMBERS 1,500+

Miles of pipeline
inspection data

8,000+
Damaged pipes

identified

10+
Years of experience

across the globe



Get More from Xylem
Xylem is a world leader in the inspection of water and wastewater pressure pipelines and leverages a large 
database of comparable results to calculate remaining useful life and better understand the structural 
integrity of these assets. Complement the pipe wall condition data collected by PipeDiver with leak 
detection and long-term asset monitoring. Xylem’s SmartBall® platform is used in pressurized water and 
wastewater pipelines to identify leaks and gas pockets. This free-swimming tool can be deployed over 
long distances to collect information on pipeline condition and alignment without disruption in service. 
For continuous, remote monitoring of Prestressed Concrete Cylinder Pipe (PCCP), Xylem’s SoundPrint® 
Acoustic Fiber Optic (AFO) platform detects and locates wire breaks to prevent pipe failure.

Related Case Studies

Flower Mound, Texas, United States

Project highlights
•  3.5 miles (5.6 km) of Steel, Ductile Iron, and Bar Wrapped Pipe inspected within the city’s water 

distribution system

• 14 anomalous Metallic Pipe sections detected with the PipeDiver platform

• 12 joints observed to contain deficiencies requiring repair

•  As a result of the data provided, Flower Mound avoided unnecessarily replacing the entire pipeline, 
which would have required taking on $1 million of new debt

Read the full case study

Evides Watercompany, the Netherlands

Project highlights
• 1.75 miles (2.84 km) of steel water main inspected with the PipeDiver platform

• Four pipes identified with anomalies

• Electromagnetic data identified one pipe section with 60 percent wall loss

• The utility saved an estimated €1.1 million due to the inspection and targeted repair 

Read the full case study

For more information on how we can help you, contact us at: puretech@xyleminc.com
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NON-REVENUE WATER  
REDUCTION SERVICE
Detecting and reducing  
Non-Revenue Water to optimize  
your water network operations



Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

OUR NON-REVENUE WATER  
REDUCTION SERVICE
Diehl Metering provides you as a water utility a 

consulting service that combines NRW analytics 

expertise with leading-edge technology in 

metrology, connectivity & software

⊲ to validate and optimize the way you create water 
balances based on the right data

⊲ to give you an even clearer picture of your current 
NRW situation 

⊲ to provide key performance indicators (KPIs) to 

make better comparisons and to set priorities
⊲ to better understand what causes the different 

types of NRW

⊲ to recommend prioritized actions to help you to 

reduce NRW to the lowest possible level and 

undertake condition-based renovation or 
maintenance

“Coming from a level of 35% NRW in 2015 
down to 15% in 2019, Diehl Metering helped 
us to assess and secure the improvement of 
our overall network performance.” 

Antoine Burrier / Head of network operations at the Grand Belfort Utility  

(Northeastern France region) 

THE CHALLENGES OF DETECTING & 
REDUCING NON-REVENUE WATER
Non-Revenue Water (NRW) is the difference between system input volume and billed authorized 

consumption. Optimizing the water network operation has become a big challenge since resources are 

rarely dedicated only to this time-consuming, costly and labor-intensive process.

Here the detection of non-revenue water plays an important role. However, it is not easy to see anomalies in 

the water network, since they mostly occur below the surface or behind walls. How to take efficient action 

when this information is almost invisible? 

It is also difficult

⊲ to identify what kind of NRW type occurred

⊲ to localize where it happened

⊲ to know when it happened

⊲ to understand why it happened

⊲ to assess how severe it is

Without action to tackle high NRW levels, 

consequences such as small leaks that turn into  

burst pipes and other damage may occur. This 

results in higher maintenance and energy costs  

as well as wasted and unbilled water.

Reducing NRW is the other crucial part which can be 

problematic due to the following reasons:

⊲ The NRW situation is not clear due to an inaccurate 

data and information base

⊲ The right key performance indicators (KPIs) are not 

used

⊲ The process of analyzing and taking appropriate 

action is risky, time-consuming and costly

The less information available to water utilities, the 

greater the effort required.

Action 1

Action 2

32



At Diehl Metering, we can support you 

⊲ to acquire the methodological knowledge to create 

an optimal water balance. Instead of performing a 

laborious manual work every year, your staff can 

focus on the more important tasks of network 
optimization.

⊲ to save time and effort in the process of detecting 

high NRW levels with daily monitoring through our 

Water Loss Management (WLM) application. 

⊲ to get a more accurate picture of your NRW 

situation with KPI calculations (e.g. infrastructure 

leakage index, leakage per kilometer).

Discover our smart analytics software IZAR@SMART WATER with its Water Loss 

Management application, which allows you to continuously monitor high levels of 

NRW in your network. Here are the main features at a glance:

IZAR@SMART WATER – WATER  
LOSS MANAGEMENT APPLICATION

⊲ Threshold alerts for NRW/minimum night flow (MNF)/pressure levels 

and meter alarms  

React and become more proactive

⊲ Display of granular KPI history for NRW, MNF, delivery volume, 

consumption and pressure 

Better understand what happened and when

⊲ Overall water network efficiency 

Follow up on your progress

⊲ Water balance reporting 

Save time when creating your water balance table

⊲ NRW level monitoring with map view of your District Metered Areas (DMA)

⊲ Zone color indication for severity of NRW levels  

Gain transparency by having everything at a glance

⊲ to know the overall amount, KPIs and origin of NRW 

based on the new water balance and software 

information.

⊲ to receive an action plan with recommendations to 

reduce NRW.

⊲ to make the right decisions to implement 

prioritized, fast and cost-effective actions to 

improve your field operations and track your 

progress.

ANALYTICS

PHASE I 
ASSESSMENT 
OF NRW 
SITUATION

PHASE II 
REDUCTION

HUMAN INPUT WITH DIEHL METERING’S 
NRW EXPERTS TO CLOSE THE GAP OUTPUT

YOU TAKE THE  
DECISION & ACTION

Why did it happen? Interpretation support

What should I do? Decision support

DIEHL METERING’S  
COMPLETE NRW SOLUTION

 ⊲ NRW reduction

 ⊲ Tracking & maintaining 

achieved NRW level 

 ⊲ Condition-based 

renovation

What happened?Based on 
validated water
balance

General 
action plan

Based on  
the WLM app
Connectivity
Meters

Detailed 
action plan

Interpretation support

DecisionData Action

This consulting service allows you
⊲ to optimize your water network operation and reach your maximum potential thanks to the knowledge of 

our experts who will put together the big picture for you.

⊲ to close the gaps by helping you to draw the right conclusions and supporting you in your decision to 

take the right measures.

BENEFITS OF THE  
NON-REVENUE WATER  
REDUCTION SERVICE

Our Non-Revenue Water Reduction 
Service helps you to draw the right 
conclusions and guides you through 
the decision-making process about 
the appropriate actions to take. 54



5 REASONS TO PARTNER 
WITH DIEHL METERING 
FOR NON-REVENUE WATER  
REDUCTION SERVICE

STEP-BY-STEP SUPPORT TO
FORMULATE YOUR PLAN
Diehl Metering offers a complete solution around Non-Revenue Water with the WLM 

application and the NRW Reduction Service. Our service is structured to provide 

step-by-step support for you to formulate your plan.

PHASE I
Assessment 
of NRW 
situation

CAMPUS WORKSHOP

⊲ Live-demo WLM app & service presentation

⊲ Assessing current customer situation

⊲ Defining expectations and needs

⊲ Defining right contact persons and project roles

COLLECTION AND ASSESSMENT OF INFORMATION

⊲ Utility has to fill out a list of questions (also about its IT environment)

⊲ Diehl Metering interviews specific members of the organization in the utility

⊲ Diehl Metering conducts a data quality assessment which is needed for the data integration into the WLM software

WATER BALANCE CHECK AND SITUATION ANALYSIS

⊲ Check for right application, mistakes or missing data

⊲ Based on the more accurate water balance, we do a situation analysis and introduce new KPIs

GENERAL ACTION PLAN

⊲ Analysis of causes

⊲ Development of general action plan 

⊲ Utility starts with reduction based on the recommendations of the general action plan

PHASE II
NRW 
reduction

ROLL-OUT OF SUPPORTING TECHNICAL TOOLS

⊲ Set-up of AMR1/AMI2 and Water Loss Management application with granular data

⊲ Integration of SCADA3 (DMA meters, pressure sensors), MDM4 (consumer meters), billing system (consumer meters)

SITUATION ANALYSIS

⊲ Based on the software monitoring, we do a situation analysis and introduce new KPIs

DETAILED ACTION PLAN

⊲ Utility starts with reduction based on the recommendations of the detailed action plan in combination with the 

software to further monitor the progress

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

REFERENCE 
STORIES

INTERESTED? LET’S DO A WORKSHOP TOGETHER!

1 Automatic meter reading, 2 Advanced metering infrastructure, 3 Supervisory control and data acquisition, 4 Meter data management

STRONG BRAND IN UTILITIES

Diehl Metering has a strong brand and positive reputation for metering in 

utilities and has the related market access (sales and service network).  

Strong synergies between NRW reduction and metering business.

STRONG SOFTWARE TOOL

Based on your needs expressed in pilot projects and workshops, Diehl 

Metering has developed the strong Water Loss Management software solution 

to identify and monitor NRW.

FULL SCOPE OFFERING

Diehl Metering, unlike other major suppliers in the market, provides a solution 

across the entire utility value chain (hardware, software and consulting service) 

to help you tackle NRW.

GLOBAL WATER MARKET KNOWLEDGE

As one of the largest global players on the AMR/AMI water market, Diehl  

Metering has built its solution for NRW based on extensive knowledge of 

water utilities. Our recommendations are based on benchmarking of the 

most efficient techniques and methods for NRW reduction.

East German water supplier serving 
28,000 customers through a 800 km 
pipeline network.
⊲ Result: the customer reduced the 

time it took to detect leaks, which in 

turn led to a reduction in total 

damage losses, saving the utility 

15,000 Euro per year.

East German water supplier serving 
40 million m³ per year through a  
3,400 km pipeline network.
⊲ Result: the customer reduced its water 

loss by 4 % as a consequence of our 

assessment and recommended 

maintenance measures.

LONG-TIME EXPERIENCE

Diehl Metering has over 150 years of experience in improving water utility 

performance with meters renowned for high metrology and strong radio 

communication.
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LeakRedux DIGI METER INC 
 
Context 
 

• More and more households will be equipped with smart water meters measuring detailed water 
use daily. This information is primarily used for invoicing purposes. 

• Smart use of this information can reveal a lot more insight related to leakage management. 
 

 

The LeakRedux DIGI METER INC module turns client water usage measurement into leakage 
management information: 
 

a. SMAs (Smart Metered Areas) contain information of water consumption of households and 

are part of a DMA; even if only part of the DMA is covered, it gives useful insight. 

 

 

 
By using the concept of 
SMAs (Smart Metered 
Areas) inside a DMA, the 
DIGI METER INC module 
can give more accurate 
information about the 
water consumption of 
these areas. 

Solution 
 

LeakRedux DIGI METER INC builds upon the innovative leakage detection algorithm 

of LeakRedux to integrate the (aggregated) consumption measured by smart water meters at 
households for leakage management. 
 
This creates the following advantages for the water supply companies: 

1. More precisely quantify small leaks and invisible background leakage in their water 
supply networks. 

2. Reduce leak search costs by organising more economically the leak management 
because of more accurate leak detection or even not sending out a leak search team 
when leakages occur on the private domain. 

3. Inform customers about a potential leakage at their side; creating higher customer 
satisfaction. 

 
The algorithm is flexible and can already be used from the beginning of the roll-out of these 
smart household meters. 

mailto:info@hydroscan.be
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b. The (aggregated) water consumption is used in the LeakRedux algorithm for better leakage 

estimation 

 

Different DMA 
configurations in 

LeakRedux show in 
parallel different aspects 
with and without taking 
into account the digital 
meter data: 
❶: standard real-time 

DMA without digital 
meter data 

❷: delayed DMA with 
digital meter data 

❸: SMA with follow up of 
leakage detection at 
customer side 

 

Example of period with 
significant higher 
consumption that gives an 
alarm in the setup without 
digital meters when the 
detection threshold is set 
very low. 
Corresponding with 
configuration ❶. 

 

Same example including 
the use of the digital 
meters, that is not giving 
an alarm anymore for the 
same low detection limit. 
Corresponding with 
configuration ❷. 
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HYDROVODIS SMART LEAK FINDING 
 
Context 

- After detecting a leak in a DMA zone within a drinking water network, the precise 
location of the leak must then be traced 

- This is a time-consuming field activity that, according to common best practices, is 
done in 3 steps: sweeping, pinpointing and finally the acoustic listening with a soil 
microphone 
 

Solution 
 
Hydrovodis has implemented a SMART leak finding approach to maximise the efficiency of 
the field activity of leak finding. 
 
The aim is to use operational expertise in the field as efficiently as possible: 
1. on the one hand, by reducing the area to be swiped as much as possible by deploying 

recent technological solutions prior to the field activity 
2. on the other hand ensuring all information flows during and after field activities are fully 

digital 
 
This SMART approach increases efficiency and reduces the cost of leak finding considerably. 
 
1. Deployment of technological solutions to reduce the area to be swiped 

 
Hydrovodis makes complementary use of 2 technological solutions to reduce the sweep 
zones in advance: 
 

a. Subsectioning into sub-DMA’s with HydroScan LeakRedux® leak detection software 
 

 
 

 
By subsectioning a DMA in smaller sub-
DMA's, the zone in which a leak is located 
can be reduced very strongly, up to 75%.  
Sub-DMA’s can be created when having 
different feeding points or by temporarily 
connecting to a neighbouring DMA, so that 
all customers are supplied without 
interruption.  
Each subzone that can temporarily be 
hydraulically isolated and measured, can be 
used as sub-DMA, on the condition that the 
corresponding valves are accessible. 

 
b. Determination of POI's (Points Of Interest) with ASTERRA satellite images (ASTERRA 

is the new name of UTILIS) via Evodis 
 

 
 
 

In certain environmental conditions, we can 
determine POI's with ASTERRA satellite 
images. This often allows sweeping zones to 
be reduced: on average, a zone can be 
investigated up to 8 times faster and leak 
localisation can be deployed at the right 
places.  
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2. Digitalisation of all information flows 
 
Hydrovodis digitalised the entire information flow and connects with the ERP system of the 
customer. This results in time savings for its field experts, and is therefore cost-saving for the 
customer. Additional benefits: 
 

a. Full integration with the operational work processes of the customer  
 

 
 

 
Using Primeweb and a terrain app,  
the entire data flow is digitalised and 
integrated. It starts with the automatic linking 
of GPS coordinates during readings.  
Full integration with the customer's 
operational work processes is perfectly 
possible. 
 
 
 

b. Interactive KPI dashboard for the customer 
 

 
 

 
The customer can monitor everything with an 
interactive KPI dashboard.  
After entering the DMA and period, the 
following data are available online:  
- The sweeping and pinpointing results 
- Reporting on the number of hydrants 

monitored per day and in total, the 
number of leaks found, the number of 
leaks repaired 

- Location of the found leaks 

 
 
Results 
 
The SMART leak finding approach delivers the following results: 
 

- Up to 75% reduction of the sweeping zone in more than half of the DMAs in Flanders 
with subsectioning into sub-DMAs with LeakRedux® leak detection software. 
 

- Investigation of zones up to 8 times faster with POI methodology based on ASTERRA 
satellite images. 
Recent use cases:  
Vivaqua: 50 leaks were found on 37 POI's 
SWDE: 20 leaks were found on 29 POI’s 
De Watergroep: 17 leaks were found on 40 POI’s  
Combined with LeakRedux® leak detection software, POI's can be prioritised based 
on a quantification of the volume loss per DMA. 
 

- By digitalising the data flows and the work processes, the available time of the field 
expert can be used to a maximum extent for sweeping, pinpointing and acoustic 
listening. 
 

Hydrovodis cleverly combines the metier of decisive field deployment with the best available 
technological solutions. 
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UTILIS/ASTERRA – Detecting leaks from space (RECOVER) 

ASTERRA Recover locates and analyzes moisture leaking from underground pipes. With Recover, 

entire systems for drinking water and wastewater can be viewed and analyzed at once. Even leaks 

that are non-surfacing are located. Ground crews can then be used with maximum efficiency. 

Recover represents the most significant advance in underground water leak detection in 80 years 

and won the inaugural AWWA Innovation Award in 2021. Using AI algorithms that have been fine-

tuned to recognize the signatures of water leaking from different systems, Recover locates points of 

interest, which are provided as GISdata files; these files are overlaid with the pipe layer to create a 

“highlighted pipe” image. Compared to current leak detection services and methods, Recover 

satellite-based leak detection technology not only identifies more leaks per day, it increases also 

field crew efficiency. Systematic, preventive control of your network will be more efficient as ever 

before.   Recover offers the water industry the lowest cost per leak found on the market, averaging 

3.5 leaks found per crew day. In an industry that loses 17 billion gallons of water a year worldwide, 

Recover can significantly impact a company’s NRW. In addition to reducing water loss, Recover 

reduces wasted energy costs and related pollution, including carbon release. 

UTILIS is even going further and just came out with a MASTERPLAN ‘pipe 

deficiency assessment’ 

MasterPlan uses a patented algorithm (AI) that was developed from thousands of verified leak 

points within hundreds of satellite passes. By adding a deployable pipe deficiency data layer to an 

asset management plan, MasterPlan provides a valuable level of refinement to pipe replacement 

planning models or water system master plans. The system is compatible with all GIS mapping 

software and GIS-based asset planning model tools and easily integrates with attribute data such as 

pipe age, material, and work orders from surfacing leaks. MasterPlan gives utilities and engineering 

teams unique data-based insights into their pipes’ actual condition over a far wider area than other 

technologies can offer. 

 



The Intelligence to Act

Product Overview
ASTERRA MasterPlan adds actionable data and insights to your asset 
management plan in one easy data layer. Our patented system uses a 
newly developed algorithm that’s been trained on five years of system 
leaks discovered by ASTERRA Recover, our leak detection and analysis 
product. The algorithm assesses pipe deficiencies using multiple 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images and can observe an entire pipe 
system, even for large cities, using multiple satellite passes. 

The trained algorithm then scores pipe segments exhibiting non-surfacing 
leaks detected in one or more images; it also analyzes leak location 
clusters within them. Data points are then scientifically combined into a 
single GIS data output with pipes scored on a 1 – 5 scale: 1 indicates low 
levels of deficiency observed; 5 denotes high levels of deficiency. The 
data inputs easily to any GIS system or asset planning model.

Utilities and engineers use MasterPlan to gain insight into the pipes’ 
actual condition. The system is compatible with all GIS and GIS-based 
asset planning model software and integrates with attribute data such 
as pipe age, material, and work orders from surfacing leaks. MasterPlan 
adds a valuable level of refinement to pipe replacement planning models 
or water system master plans.

MasterPlan: 
Water
Pipe Deficiency Assessment

How ASTERRA 
MasterPlan works

Satellite images 
are acquired

Soil moisture 
is identified

MasterPlan’s 
algorithm analyzes 

the data

We deliver GIS data to 
the customer
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The MasterPlan 
Differentiators
MasterPlan provides unique insights that are not 
available elsewhere, such as an actual measurement 
of non-surfacing pipe leaks — not a predictive 
analysis. The system is completely non-invasive as 
data is collected via satellite, and the pipes’ size and 
composition do not matter. The 1,350-sq-mile coverage 
area observes and analyzes the most expansive 
systems with unmatched speed and efficiency.

What’s Included?
•  GIS dataset with deficiency levels 

assigned by Pipe ID

•  Summary report

•  Free online viewer

•  ASTERRA customer support

MasterPlan is available as a stand-alone service or 
as an add-on to ASTERRA Recover leak detection 
and analysis product. MasterPlan provides customers with pipe deficiency information in a fast, affordable, 
efficient manner. We help customers improve operational efficiency and optimize budgets with intelligence that 
facilitates proactive repair and planning.

About ASTERRA
Utilis developed the ASTERRA products to use satellite-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to locate and 
analyze moisture accumulating underground. Our products include MasterPlan for pipe deficiency assessment; 
Recover for leak detection; and EarthWorks for ground infrastructure assessment. ASTERRA pierces clouds, 
forests, and even pavement to assess entire systems quickly and efficiently. Our first commercial use was in 
2016. Since then, 36,000 leaks have been verified, saving 9,200 million gallons of drinkable water and 21,800 
MWH of energy every year, savings that continually grow.

Why Choose 
MasterPlan?
•  A full system-wide view to set 

replacement priorities

•  Efficient deployment of fixed 
acoustic assets

•  Easy input to a replacement planning 
model or water system master plan

•  Non-invasive assessment means 
no cost or disruptions from 
crews digging

•  Completely pipe-agnostic, working on 
pipes of any size or material

•  Easily integrates with all GIS and 
asset management tools such as 
those from partners Esri and Innovyze

Synopsis of Findings

9% Low-medium levels
of deficiency

49% Low levels
of deficiency

6% Medium levels
of deficiency

12% Medium-high levels
of deficiency

24% High levels
of deficiency

https://asterra.io/


The Intelligence to Act

Product Overview
ASTERRA Recover uses satellite imagery to cover large areas 
and quickly narrow down the regions that contain probable leaks. 
How do we do this?

Specifically, L-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors are 
used for their day/night, cloudy/clear capabilities along with the 
ability to penetrate the first few meters of earth. Using a patented 
algorithm, Recover can filter out the signature of drinking water 
and provide these zones to the customer. They are then displayed 
in user-friendly GIS reports, and direct the utility’s preferred field 
crew to search within the zones in order to pinpoint the exact 
leak location.

This technology has been adapted from the search for water 
on other planets, underscoring its innovative and outstanding 
capability here on Earth. Recover offers a fresh approach and 
non-invasive method to the problem of urban water leakage. When 
compared with other leak detection methodologies, satellite-based 
leak detection identifies more leaks per day, saving you water, time, 
money, and energy.

Recover: 
Water
Leak Detection and Analysis

Key Benefits

Reduce your 
non-revenue water

Maximize leaks 
found per day while 

increasing field crew 
efficient 400%

Most cost-effective 
tool to support 

regulatory compliance

Lowest cost per leak 
found on the market
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Image to Repair: 3 Easy Steps
1

3

2

Recover by the 
Numbers

Delivery

Pinpoint leak to mark for excavation

Image acquisition and analysis

430
projects completed in
55 countries

14.5K
metric ton reduction in CO2 
emissions, equal to 12.5 million 
pounds of coal burned

21.8K
MWH of energy saved yearly

36K
leaks verified worldwide

9200M
gallons (35M m3) of water 
saved annually, equal to 33%
of the water used by a city
of 500,000

3.5
leaks found per crew day vs
1.3 average with traditional 
acoustic methods

About ASTERRA
Utilis developed the ASTERRA products to use satellite-
based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to locate and analyze 
moisture accumulating underground. Our products include 
MasterPlan for pipe deficiency assessment; Recover for 
leak detection; and EarthWorks for ground infrastructure 
assessment. ASTERRA pierces clouds, forests, and even 
pavement to assess entire systems quickly and efficiently. 
Our first commercial use was in 2016. Since then, 36,000 
leaks have been verified, saving 9,200 million gallons of 
drinkable water and 21,800 MWH of energy every year, 
savings that continually grow.

https://asterra.io/
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HydroPortal 
 
Context 
 

- Leak management is a process where a lot of stakeholders are involved and where the 
information flows between stakeholders are the crucial driver of the whole process 

- For an efficient leak management, the central analysis and sharing of information is pivotal  
 

Conceptually the 4 steps of the leak management cycle are supported: 
 

 
 

All these steps can integrate with 3rd party apps 

 

 

Solution 
 
Hydroware’s HydroPortal is "the central hub where all people involved in the leak 
management cycle can analyse and manage events in the water network" 
 
This creates the following advantages for the water supply companies: 

1. All steps in the leak management cycle are supported 
2. Data quality assessment is integrated 
3. Terrain information flows back to a dashboard 
4. Connection to other 3rd party apps and solutions can be made 
5. Quantification of KPI’s on the whole process 

 
HydroPortal will help to reduce leaks even faster, creating higher insights in the process 
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Main functionalities of current version implemented at De Watergroep: 

Geographical overview of KPI’s on all DMAs 

 
 

Event list for leakage management and prioritisation 

 
 

Chat possibility to share information about an event 

 



OPTIMIZING LEAK DETECTION WITH A VIRTUAL DMA

Optimizing Leak Detection  
with a Virtual DMA
PROGRESSIVE UTILITIES ARE LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY  
TO IMPROVE THE ECONOMICS OF WATER MANAGEMENT



OPTIMIZING LEAK DETECTION WITH A VIRTUAL DMA

According to World Bank, a 30% gap exists between the 
volume of water delivered by utilities versus the amount of 
water billed, costing the global economy $14 billion every year. 
This discrepancy of non-revenue water (NRW) is driven by a 
combination of real losses (leakage in the distribution system) 
and apparent losses (water consumed but not paid for caused by 
inaccurate meters, billing problems or theft), as well as unbilled 
authorized consumption (i.e., firefighting and system flushing).

In the 1980s, water utilities in Europe began to divide their 
distribution networks into sectors called district metering areas 
(DMAs). This practice became synonymous with reducing water 
loss and good NRW management. Even with this improvement, 
there were limitations of these physical DMAs, many of which 
still persist today, from being costly to implement to having 
adverse effects on both hydraulics and water. Today, progressive 
utilities are using digital technologies to create virtual district 
metering areas (vDMAs), eliminating the limitations of the 
physical DMA by utilizing data to provide actionable insights into 
the condition of their networks. With more employees working 
remotely, this will help utilities facilitate the automation of the 
water loss process.

After experiencing significant real water losses in its 
distribution system and having difficulty locating the 
root causes, this large water authority in United Arab 
Emirates took a proactive approach by using real-time 
data to identify the source of leaks, reducing non-revenue 
water and gaining system intelligence to improve future 
operations, maintenance, and capital planning.

https://www.xylem.com/en-us/products--services/xylem-digital-solutions/solutions/s/water-loss-management/?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=water-loss-mgmt&utm_content=vdma-white-paper
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A thorough water audit across an entire 
network is critical to understanding the overall 
water use efficiency of a distribution system. 
While this type of broad water audit attempts 
to account for the total volume water in the 
system against the total volume of water billed, 
it often lacks the detailed granularity necessary 
to understand each component of the water 
balance and the sources of water and revenue 
loss. Insight into these critical areas can help 
utilities realize millions of dollars in savings 
and change the economics of water 
management.

Basics of DMAs

A pipe leak will typically 
lead to a noticeable change 
in the flow velocity and 
pressure in the surrounding 
area. This measurable 
information can be used  
to locate the leaking pipe.
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Tracking Nighttime Flow
To achieve a deeper understanding of water balance and more 
precise calculation of NRW, water utilities have implemented 
DMAs across their networks for decades, dividing areas into 
zones with strict hydraulic boundaries. This allows operators 
to use flow meters to closely monitor flow into these areas and 
apply nighttime low-flow monitoring techniques to identify leaks. 
The minimum nighttime flow approach is used in both traditional 
DMAs and vDMAs due to its effectiveness and simplicity in 
tracking water losses. Unexpected and noticeable increases in 
flow velocity and pressure can indicate potential leakage.

Regardless of the availability of customer metering data, the 
water utility will often track minimum nighttime flow, as demand 
is low and the flow tends to be fairly consistent. Minimum 
nighttime flow tracking can alert operators to leaks or bursts via 
a corresponding increase or spike in flow. As a result, utilities 
can prioritize leakage crew deployment, pinpoint leaks both 
quickly and accurately and gain system intelligence on overall 
performance.
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OPTIMIZING LEAK DETECTION WITH A VIRTUAL DMA

Depending on the type of customer 
(residential, commercial or industrial) and 
aggregated water consumption, a typical 
DMA consists of up to 10 miles of pipeline 
with anywhere from 500 to 3,000 service 
connections. These zones have strict hydraulic 
boundaries governed by closed valves at most 
of the DMA boundaries, except for one or two 
with measured inflow into this defined sector. 
In some instances, DMAs can also measure 
outflows. The intention of limited boundaries 
within the DMA is to make it easier to measure 
water flow and determine excess leakage and 
identify new leaks. 

Traditional DMA setup

A typical DMA consists of 
up to 10 miles of pipeline 
with anywhere from 500 to 
3,000 service connections.



OPTIMIZING LEAK DETECTION WITH A VIRTUAL DMA

Limitations of Traditional DMAs 
The subdivision of a complex network and measurement of 
flow at specific boundary points is useful for water accountability, 
but DMAs are not without limitations. For mature networks 
in dense urban networks, flow meter installation in sectors 
with 3,000 connections requires a multiyear capital expense 
commitment. It also takes significant coordination with night 
crews to close the multitude of service connections and 
properly install the DMA in these environments.

Traditional DMAs can also have adverse effects on both 
hydraulics (reliability and redundancy) and water quality 
(water age). A DMA limits supply reliability as it restricts water 
supply to customers through a single pipe at the DMA inlet. If 

Transmission main Local Service
Reservoir

1. Flow Meter

2. Customer 
Meters

3. DMA Closed
Boundary Valves

Distritution
Pipes

District 1

Distr
ict 2

District 3
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a break occurs, customers will likely face supply loss as water only 
comes from the DMA boundary inlet. This issue is less likely to 
affect an open network or a vDMA where water can be diverted to 
surroundings sections and reach customers until the break  
is repaired. 

DMAs with closed boundary valves (BVs) can increase water 
age and lead to situations with low disinfection levels in certain 
areas due to long stagnation, especially near the DMA boundary 
valves. If a boundary valve is unknowingly stuck and water can’t be 
flushed, the stagnant water can be released to a downstream DMA 
when the valve is finally opened.  

Utilities also face significant costs to maintain DMA networks, as 
the boundary valves need regular checking to verify position and 
condition — critical information required by operational crews in 
case of emergencies.

DID YOU KNOW?
The national average for operable 
valves is 60% — which means 
that 40% of valves are typically 
inoperable, unlocatable, or in  
the wrong position.
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DID YOU KNOW?
As reported by AWWA, an assessment of validated water audit data 

of 246 water utilities found that collectively the utilities lost 130 billion 
gallons of water to system leakage. This loss added over $77 million 

in treatment and pumping expenses to utility ledgers.**
**As reported by AWWA of a 2013 water audit

Managing Water Loss:  
A 30% NRW Rate on Average

On average, most utilities without an active NRW strategy will have 
30% water loss, while others with an active NRW strategy will have 
less than 15%. 

For the average North American utility delivering 275 million 
gallons of water daily to 500,000 customers*, a 30% NRW loss 
equates to more than 30 trillion gallons annually. 
*Based on an average daily use of 552 gallons per customer.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE AWWA/IWA WATER AUDIT METHODOLOGY

System
Input 
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Billed Authorized
Consumption

Billed Metered Consumption
Revenue

Water

Non-
Revenue

Water

Billed Unmetered Consumption

Unbilled Metered Consumption

Unbilled Unmetered Consumption

Unauthorized Consumption

Customer Metering Inaccuracies

Leakage on Transmission and 
Distribuition Mains

Leakage and Overflows at Utility’s
Storage Tanks

Leakage on Service Connetions up to 
the point of Customer Metering

Unbilled 
Authorized

Consumption

Apparent 
Losses

Real Losses

Water Loss

https://www.xylem.com/en-us/products--services/xylem-digital-solutions/solutions/s/water-loss-management/?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=water-loss-mgmt&utm_content=vdma-white-paper
https://www.awwa.org/Resources-Tools/Resource-Topics/Water-Loss-Control
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Monitoring an Open 
Network with a vDMA 

Digital solutions are transforming leak 
detection by offering utilities new ways to 
identify and help prevent leaks through 
advanced technologies. Instead of creating  
a physical hydraulic control, a vDMA maintains 
more flexibility. In contrast to a traditional 
DMA, the monitored area of a vDMA has 
no strict hydraulic boundary and doesn’t 
require actual boundary valve closing and 
pipe isolation, eliminating any hydraulic 
performance or water quality issues. Field 
costs are lowered as crews aren’t required 
to work the midnight hours, also eliminating 
safety risks with crews having to manually 
open or close valves. The concept of a vDMA 
is to continuously measure the flow rate 
and pressure at several points and compare 
the metered data with known or historical 
reference values. Utility customers realize 
multiple benefits from implementing vDMAs:

Reduce water loss (NRW)

Mitigate service disruptions

Increase water quality protection

Lower maintenance costs

CASE STUDY: 
A water authority serving 
the United Arab Emirates 
was experiencing significant 
water loss in its distribution 
network, with little to no 
visibility into root causes. 

Ten vDMAs were created in 
the city, covering 200 miles 
of pipe to bring structure to 
its complex network while 
maintaining redundancy 
and avoiding hydraulic 
disruption. 

The implementation  
included installation of inline 
flow meters and real-time 
monitoring and analytics  
to calculate water loss in 
each vDMA, as well as the 
installation of pressure-
acoustic sensors to detect 
leaks and damaging 
transients. 

The utility was able to visualize 
the source of losses and 
identify the specific vDMAs 
where advanced metering 
technology would effectively 
reduce the apparent losses.
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Setting up a vDMA 

Where a vDMA is 
established, it is possible to 
obtain flow profiles during 
the night when customer 
demand is at its lowest 
and leakage is dominant. 
When the defined zone 
is continually monitored, 
unexpected and noticeable 
increases in water flow can 
indicate potential leakage.

To establish a vDMA, optimal locations must be 
identified for bidirectional flow meters that allow 
for the creation of sub networks to act as a virtual 
district. The installation of those flow meters is 
the only civil work required. Once complete, 
the automated digital process takes over.

After the flow meters are installed, they are 
synchronized with network analytics software that 
will measure and view water usage in the zones 
with flow meters. The analytics software displays  
a simple visual “map” of the distribution network 
with water consumers organized in virtual clusters 
and identified by optimal boundary locations. 
In other words, this is the vDMA. 
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CASE STUDY:

By reviewing supervisory 
control and data acquisition 
(SCADA) and advanced 
metering infrastructure (AMI) 
consumption data, this resort 
city in Utah identified leaks in 
a specific area of its system. 

After traditional leak detection 
proved unsuccessful in finding 
the leaks, the city installed 
distribution system monitoring 
and analytics, along with 
acoustic pressure sensors  
in six vDMAs established  
in this area. 

For five months, the city 
monitored for leaks and 
analyzed operational 
pressures and surges.  
By deploying the sensors, 
integrated data analytics 
and 24/7 system monitoring 
and control software, the 
city identified an additional 
seven leaks, bringing total 
non-revenue water loss 
identified and corrected  
to 300 gallons per minute.

READ CASE STUDY

From there, a standard minimum night 
flow analysis and water balance can be 
implemented, similar to the approach used 
on traditional DMAs but without the negative 
impact of supply reliability or water age issues. 
The synchronized data is sent back to the utility, 
allowing it to easily act on the feedback. If the 
utility is unsure whether a leak or improperly 
closed boundary valve resulted in water loss, 
this information calculates water balance and 
helps identify and isolate unreported leaks with 
more reliability than traditional DMAs. 

https://www.xylem.com/en-us/support/case-studies-white-papers/park-city-utah-reduces-water-loss-ten-percent-using-leak-detection-and-pressure-monitoring/?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=water-loss-mgmt&utm_content=vdma-white-paper
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The Value of Implementing 
a vDMA Strategy

Overall, utilities are seeing immense value in implementing 
vDMAs to reduce water loss and gain a better understanding 
of their distribution systems. The ability to monitor water 
networks in real time and evaluate the data to understand system 
performance allows operators to proactively respond. If one area 
is determined to have more significant water loss than expected, 
utility operators can pivot resources to develop condition 
assessment strategies, install more hydrophones or focus on 
leak detection technologies to guide repair decisions and 
provide validation on the effectiveness of current programs.

Although vDMAs require an initial capital investment in terms 
of chamber construction and flow meter installation, this 
investment is quickly recouped by mitigating the negative 
impacts and costs associated with physical DMAs. 
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4

A vDMA approach will help utilities:

Optimize operational costs (including reducing 
emergency maintenance costs) by prioritizing repairs  
and replacements

Save capital expenditures (CAPEX) by proactively 
managing assets

Reduce the number of failures by identifying and 
addressing water loss-related problems before  
they escalate

Reduce leakage and related NRW

Improve customer satisfaction, resulting in fewer 
residential service disruptions 

By understanding each component of the water balance and 
the sources of water and revenue loss, utilities can avoid 
service disruptions, protect water quality and help change  
the economics of water management. 

This solution will facilitate automation of the water loss process 
through online analysis of night flow and mass balance in the 
vDMAs and will require much less manpower to address this 
problem.

4

4

4

4
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Conclusion
Progressive utilities are using vDMAs to stay ahead  

of the curve regarding water loss and help drive  
effective water management policy.

That’s the power of decision intelligence.

1) The tissue in plants that brings water upward from the roots;
2) a leading global water technology company.

Xylem (XYL) is a leading global water technology company committed
to solving critical water and infrastructure challenges with technological
innovation. Our more than 16,000 diverse employees delivered revenue
of $5.25 billion in 2019. We are creating a more sustainable world by
enabling our customers to optimize water and resource management,
and helping communities in more than 150 countries become
water-secure.

For more information on how Xylem can help you, visit xylem.com

Xylem 

Xylem
1 International Drive
Rye Brook, NY 10573
Tel +1.443.766.7873
www.xylem.com
decisionintelligence@xylem.com

© 2021  Xylem

https://www.xylem.com/en-us/products--services/xylem-digital-solutions/?utm_source=eblast&utm_medium=emailmarketing&utm_campaign=water-loss-mgmt&utm_content=vdma-white-paper


Mission statement HULO: 

Hulo's mission is to provide a globally affordable 
solution to improve water supplies and to reduce 
NRW by doing it the smart way, 'together' with our 
clients. We believe that developing knowledge 
together with our clients is most beneficial for a 
sustainable and future proof water supply.  

A lot of black-box and off the shelves solutions are 
offered these days to the water sector. With these 
solutions, the knowledge about what is really 
happening stays at the commercial companies selling 
these smart algorithms. Hulo is different. We do this 
by developing smart algorithms, together with 
independent research institutes. These independent 
research institutes continuously receive questions 
from the water companies and therefore help us to specify these needs and develop the 
solutions for these needs.  

We develop algorithms to design a DMA and to detect, localize and categorize leakages. Since 
we do this based on the needs of our customers, it allows us to make a specific solution for 
every client. This solution works in the system of the client, which allows them to understand 
it and learn from it. 

Elaboration: 

Within water utilities, a lot of data is gathered by pressure and/or flow sensors already, which 
could potentially be used smarter. Conventional leakage detection algorithms show high 
amounts of false positives and do not respond quickly enough on leakages before client 
complaints1. Aforementioned results in organizational misalignment (dissatisfied employees) 
due and customers being dissatisfied.  

Conventional algorithms are mainly based on historical data, which often results in  false-
positive alerts due to changing circumstances that could not be predicted for accurately 
enough. This innovative algorithm makes use of exogenous nowcasting, which uses 
surrounded sensors for a real-time prediction of the value a sensor should show. This method 
can be applied for both pressure and flow sensors, which position can also be optimized by 
this algorithm1.  

We want to move away from being data-rich and knowledge-poor towards data-rich and 
knowledge-smart. This innovative leakage detection algorithm, based on  PhD research co-
funded by four Dutch water utilities1, is part of HULO’s mission aiming to  prevent pipelines 
from leaking and to reduce NRW. Long term goal for water utilities is to design a digital twin 
of the network, where sensor positioning, and leakage detection are a part of the 
system/network. We believe in a sustainable approach, where the water company is able to 



learn and adjust based on current technologies, rather than an (expensive) short-term 
solution. 

Open-source data from a water company in the United Kingdom showed promising results. 
In cases repairs take place a couple of weeks after this leakage detection algorithm was able 
to detect the leak1. These are examples explaining our vision in which we argue that combining 
expertise on data analytics and environmental specific knowledge is key for a learning process 
that Yorkshire Water is aiming for to be ahead of leakages in the future.  

Footnotes: 1 = see information below 

1. Comparison other algorithms (PhD research within 
Wetsus) 

 

Source: Geelen, C.V.C., Yntema, D.R., Molenaar, J. et al. Burst Detection by Water Demand 
Nowcasting Based on Exogenous Sensors. Water Resource Manage (2021).  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11269-021-02768-9  

2. Link to webinar (presentation) 
Summarized presentation about one of the algorithms and the way it was developed by the 
PhD researcher (Wetsus webinar):  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BN6qZpcN7W0&t=3552s  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11269-021-02768-9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BN6qZpcN7W0&t=3552s


3. UK Water Company open data trial  

 

Here, open data from a UK Water Company (2016-2017) was used, this is one of the 
examples. A repair is given at 1st of February 2017 (red box), while the leak would have been 
detected by this algorithm on 17th of January 2017 (blue spikes). A great example of why this 
should be done ‘together’ instead of buying black boxes off the shelf. By communicating and 
learning from the algorithm, water companies can really take advantage of technologies like 
this.  
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- Aquarius Spectrum - 
 

Saving Water and Reducing Water Infrastructure Investments through Remote Acoustic Leak 
Monitoring System and Pipe Condition Assessment 

 

Introduction : Water leaks and water scarcity are major challenges faced by water utilities around the 
world. The cost of maintaining pipes that are worn out is high and sometimes require emergency work 
with higher costs. The ability to identify defective parts in the pipeline in order to replace them and 
prevent costly maintenance (bursts repairs), water loss and disturbances in the water supply is of great 
value both to the water corporation and to its customers - the water consumers. 

One of the most successful methods for detecting and locating water leaks that frequently develop in 

the depths of "buried" piping is acoustics. Aquarius Spectrum developed acoustic solutions that enable 

water utilities to perform proactive monitoring of their underground assets and hence detect 

background leaks in their initial stages of development and fix them before they surface and cause 

serious damage. Aquarius also assess the real condition of the pipes. 

Aquarius Spectrum offers an advanced leak detection and pipe condition assessment solutions based 
on fixed (AQS-SYS) and mobile (iQuariusTM) acoustic sensors combined with big data analytics 
algorithms. The monitoring system supports all pipe materials and sizes; it can be installed on 
aboveground hydrants and in belowground pits.  

AQS-SYS uses multi-spectral correlation that enables automatic detecting and locating hidden leaks 
over large distances.  

The iQuarius™ Mobile unit is an easy-to-use smartphone-based leak detection solution with sensors 
that enable pinpointing leaks by performing correlation in the field.  

The pipe condition assessment module prioritizes pipe replacement based on analysis of pipe break 
history, the density of leaks and the leak growth rate, all strongly related to the pipe condition.   

The innovative features include hypersensitivity sensors to find tiny leaks (at rates as low as 0.5 gallons 
or 2 liters per minute), the integration of hydrophones to find leaks on plastic pipe and all pipes at great 
distance, the integration of field monitoring, the use of algorithms to interpret leak noise, estimate leak 
size and perform assessments of pipe condition beyond the break detection. 

To date, Aquarius Spectrum has deployed thousands of sensors which are installed on municipal water 

networks in major cities in the US, UK, Italy, Singapore, Australia and Israel, covering thousands of 

kilometers  of drinking water pipelines. SUEZ, American Water, Thames Water, PUB, Unity Water, A2A 

Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv are among our customers. Using Aquarius’ patented technology, water utilities 

significantly reduced their Non-Revenue Water as well as Maintenance & Operational costs.  
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I. Aquarius solutions differ from conventional leak detection by noise systems in both design 

and methodology.  
 

Conventional approaches based on simple noise-loggers for leak detection are labor intensive and 

generally do not support environmental sustainability. They are not the most cost-effective method to 

address Utilities’ need for mission assurance at its installations through maintenance of resilient water 

distribution systems: Older noise logging technologies require installation of more loggers per mile and 

are limited to finding leaks that produce a significant level of noise. They provide a large radius for the 

leak location which requires a field team to pinpoint the exact location of the leak. 

Technology has been developed to address the issue of many leaks that do not surface immediately, 

remaining hidden for extended time. Proactive leak monitoring, detection and location solutions are 

cost effective and support Utilities’ desire for reasonable payback on investment when compared to 

traditional conservation approaches. Approaches that combine water loss reduction with asset 

condition assessment provide multiple benefits in the near and longer term, enabling prioritization of 

investigative effort and capital investment. 

Aquarius Spectrum’s complete water main monitoring solution includes fixed and mobile acoustic 

sensors with advanced algorithms that detect leaks and monitor pipe deterioration rate. The primary 

components are the permanent leak detection system (AQS-SYS), the mobile water leak detection 

module (iQuariusTM) and the pipe condition assessment (PCA) capability for selective pipe 

replacement. The monitoring system supports all pipe materials and diameters and can be installed on 

aboveground hydrants and in belowground pits. The core technology includes highly advanced acoustic 

sensors possessing very high sensitivity and novel multi-spectral correlation algorithms that enable 

automatic, reliable and accurate detection and pinpoint leak location.   

Correlating systems that pinpoint leaks are relatively new and still uncommon. Aquarius Spectrum 

technology requires fewer sensors per mile and can detect very small background leaks using the most 

advanced multispectral correlation techniques that pinpoint the location of leaks within a 10-foot 

radius. Applying “big data” analytics and advanced algorithms enable Aquarius Spectrum to assess the 

condition of the pipes it monitors and provide a basis for a proactive pipe renewal plan. 

 

II. Aquarius Spectrum competitive advantages:  
 

▪ Cloud-based solution: based on AWS-Amazon Web Services Cloud Infrastructure 
 
Aquarius sensors AQS do not use or require ‘proprietary radio’ communication to transfer data 
from sensors to on-site PDAs/laptops/drive-by antennas etc. In today’ state-of-the-art smart water 
leak detection industry, the addition of proprietary radio elements is cumbersome and 
unnecessary. It also needlessly adds potential points of failure in the overall system. 
 
AQS 3G, LTE NB-IoT/CAT-M sensors communicate directly with the ambient 3G, LTE NB-IoT/CAT-M 
cellular network and send data to the AQS Cloud Engine where all analysis is performed. 
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▪ Accurate Leak Location (Pinpoint): Accuracy up to ‘Less than <3m deviation’ from the actual 
position of the water leak on the pipe. 
 

▪ Large distance between sensors / Less sensors per km of water pipe (significant savings  (: 
 
For AQS accelerometers sensors: the distance between sensors ranges between up to 300-400m 
in an urban environment, to as high as 1,200m on straight pipes outside cities/in a quiet acoustic 
environment. 
 
For a leak detection accuracy as sharp as ‘’less than 3m deviation’’ from the actual location of the 

water leak on the physical pipe, the optimal distance between AQS hydrophone sensors is 750 

meters on metallic pipes. 

▪ Supports all pipe material and all diameters: 
 
AQS Vibration sensors for up to 24” pipes - installation on aboveground and belowground hydrants 
(metallic & AC pipes)  
 
AQS Hydrophone sensors for PVC, HD-PE and Large Diameter pipes (above 24”) - installation on 
underground hydrants/valves, 
 

▪ Powerful & User-friendly interface: Please refer to ‘Specification Compliance Statement’ document 
for an introduction to AQS-SYS Platform. 

 
▪ Superb service and support: Aquarius provides daily monitoring services of our Clients’ water piping 

network. Our Team of analysts sets contact with our Clients on a weekly basis for direct interaction 
on the points-of-interests generated by the AQS-SYS Analysis Engine. 
 

▪ Seamless integration between sensors and mobile app: AQS fixed-continuous monitoring sensors 
integrate with iQuarius mobile acoustic sensors in one-complete water leak detection & pipe 
condition assessment solution. 
 

▪ Integrated pressure monitoring: Aquarius Spectrum has developed an AQS Multi-sensor which is a 
combination of a Hydrophone and a Pressure sensor for detecting water leaks and monitoring 
pressure transients in the hydraulic system. 
 

▪ Pipe Condition Assessment  module: See paragraph 2.4. 
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III. Aquarius Spectrum leak detection technology – Overview 
 

1. Technology ground-principles:   
 

Aquarius Spectrum technology is based on: 

(i) High-performance- sensitive acoustic sensors, featuring: 
 
▪ Continuous monitoring and daily correlating activities, reliable performance 

for over 8-years of battery operation. AQS sensors automatically conduct a 
sample-recording of 20s every night, during the quiet hours of the night 
typically bet. 2- and 3am. 
AQS sensors are built very robust and are IP68 waterproof. 

▪ Sensors installation by Android or IOS APP: enables sensors localization on 
GIS in seconds, using Phone GPS.  

 
▪ Time-synchronization between sensors to the sub-millisecond level: required 

for accurate leak location.  
 

▪ High quality recording of pipes vibration during day & night. 
 

 
▪ Statistical analysis and automatic transfer of all the data to a Cloud server via 

3G or novel LTE NB IoT/CAT-M communication: efficient & reliable for 
aboveground and underground installations, low communication costs. 
 

▪ A sophisticated Analysis Engine which automatically processes quality-, daily 
supplied acoustic data. 

 
Cloud analytics performs several stages of signal processing to achieve very high 

quality correlational analysis to detect and locate leaks between sensors which 

are spaced over large distances.  

 

2. Overview of AQS Analysis Engine methodology:  
 

Aquarius Spectrum uses multi-spectral correlation that enables high sensitivity 

detection of leaks (at rates as low as 0.5 gallons per minute) over large distances, even 

in noisy environments. Other systems rely on leak detection by noise level thresholding 

that is much less sensitive than differential (correlation-based) detection used by AQS-

SYS 
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All standard leak detection systems have detection capabilities limited by “Signal to 

Noise Ratio”: SNR must be larger than 4 for high-reliability water leak detection. The 

challenge faced is the weakness of the leak signal due to vibrations attenuation in 

branched pipes, high background noise due to traffic, wind, rain, water consumptions, 

etc. A technological breakthrough is needed to overcome the challenges.  

Figure 1 depicts an example of a correlation and audio signal levels before and after 

leak repair. Left-side charts display the correlation (upper) and signal level (bottom) 

before the leak fix. The signal level of the sensor closer to the leak (green line) has an 

average amplitude of 0.05 mV peak to peak. The correlation peak before the leak was 

fixed is 1.3e-3 (relative units) with high contrast. After the repair (right-side charts), the 

signal level did not change (green line right-side bottom chart), while the correlation 

peak disappeared after leak was fixed. This example demonstrates that the noise signal 

level is not sensitive to the leak noise, but is strongly influenced by background noise. 

The correlation measures the signal pattern match as a function of distance. When the 

leak is fixed, the correlation peak disappears. 
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Figure 1. Correlation Graphs 

 
2.1 Adaptive filtering 

 
Aquarius’ initial technique for increasing SNR is Adaptive Filtering, which is done by 

discriminating the leak signal originated by high velocity flow turbulence, from background 

noises signals which are of different nature. Prior to the overnight process of recording 20s 

of sound, AQS sensors take ~8 noise samples in order to create a baseline of ambient noise 

in a particular network: This allows to spot the possibility of unwanted intermittent sound 

sources (such as irrigation) to come and ‘pollute’ the overnight-20s sound recording. 

Beyond adaptive filtering built-in processes which are performed automatically, Aquarius 

is able for each project to customize the sampling analysis in order to adapt to the specific 

noise environment of a network. At the start of a new project, Aquarius analyzes the data 

collected during the 1st month of operation and may decide for instance to ‘open leaks’ 

only from above certain frequency thresholds, in order to avoid the sound frequencies 

produced by pumps, valves etc.’’’ 

 

2.2 Multi-Spectral correlation analysis 
 

Aquarius’ second methodology layer is identifying the optimal frequency spectrum bands 

which have the highest signal propagation in specific pipe sections. The classic approach 

of COHERENCE analysis is not effective in low SNR cases. Aquarius Spectrum has therefore 

developed a proprietary Multi-Spectral correlation analysis which calculates time delay 

between the signals in frequencies between 1 and 2,000Hz, correlates on all the 

frequencies emitted by a leak in small Hz-range increments and automatically identifies the 

optimal frequency bands for leak detection.   

2.3 Statistical analysis over several correlations 
 

Aquarius’ third algorithmic process layer optimizes the performance of stage 2. It is 

performed over a few days and provides additional information to increase the SNR ratio. 

Statistical analysis is a delicate part in the process as only a few correlation samples are 

available for the platform to take a decision: It requires special methods such as AI-based 

“adaptive statistics” which are applied to take day-to-day variations into account and 

extract every bit of information to detect and identify water leaks.  

 

2.4 Aquarius Spectrum Pipe Condition Assessment 
 

Once the status of a leak changes to “Fixed” the following form (Figure 2) appears on the 

screen to enable documenting 46 parameters about the leak size, location, cause and 
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more. These parameters will facilitate analysis of the condition of the network pipes and 

yield insight on the cause of the faults and how to mitigate them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Pipe Condition Assessment Template 
 

Pipe Condition Assessment by Aquarius Spectrum analyzes the possible cause of the fault 

in the pipe and prioritizes replacement of pipes. PCA brings new insight by combining well 

established industrial approaches for Failure Mode and Effect Analysis, Predictive 

Maintenance and state-of-the art “big data” analysis. 

The methods used for pipe condition assessment include:  

Leak statistics – analyzing the history of pipe breaks and their exact locations.  

Leak development dynamics - The density of leaks in each pipe section and the leak growth 

rate are strongly connected to the pipe condition.  

History - Requires operation of the sensors for at least 6 months to trend leak 

development.  

Classification of pipe failures according failure modes – This includes suggesting the best 

mode of repair. For example, in some cases the repair is done with a clamp that fails 

again later due to corrosion progression shortly after initial repair. The system will note 

repairs of a pipe burst due to pressure surge that will not be effective long term if the 

pressure surge is not mitigated.  

Identification of pipes that have local defects that develop into leaks by various processes 

- For example, coated pipes that corrode in places with defective coating, or steel pipes 

will corrode galvanically at the points of copper pipe/brass connections. These pipe 

sections can be effectively monitored, and small leaks as low as 0.5 gpm can be identified 

and repaired at relatively low cost.  

Identification of pipe sections that have severe deterioration and have increasing failure 

rate - these pipes are found to have inadequate pipe wall thickness and require immediate 
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attention by replacement, structural rehabilitation or implementation of cathodic 

protection. 

The pipe condition assessment algorithms are based on clustering and classification AI 

algorithms that assign a failure risk to each pipe section. In addition, Aquarius Spectrum is 

using a statistical pipe deterioration model for each pipe material. For example, for cast 

iron pipes a corrosion statistical model is used to predict future leak development in each 

section. Using the model enables prediction based on only a short history of failures, rather 

than relying on regression models that require a lengthy history of leaks. 

Operators can be informed of metallic pipes with advanced corrosion having a faster leak 

development rate than that of pipes with less corrosion (Figure 3). 

AQS-SYS asset management capabilities provide decision support tools and enable optimal 

budget planning for infrastructure maintenance and replacement through analysis of 

breaks (Figure 4). 

  
Figure 3. Poor Sections (Marked in Red) in PCA Module Figure 4. List of Poor Condition Pipes to 

Replace 
  
IV. Finding water leaks 

 

1- Piping network data requirements: 

Efficient implementation of Aquarius acoustic leak detection requires: 

- Good and accurate GIS (SHP format) incl. pipes location/material/diameter/pressure level 
day & night + UG/OG Access points data (hydrants, pits and fitting type- e.g. air valve etc. 
as well as sizes: diameter & depth) 
 

- Constant running water in the piping network 24/7 (no intermittent supply) 

- Pressure: 
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Using accelerometer sensors (metallic/AC pipes), the favored water pressure is 3 Bar and 

higher for optimal results and large distance between the sensors (~3 sensors per km). 

With lower pressures (e.g. 1.5 to 2.5 bar) the system will operate but require narrowing 

down the distance between the sensors, therefore resulting in more sensors per km than 

with higher pressure pipes. 

Using hydrophone sensors (large diameter pipes), water pressure in the pipe is ideally 3 

bar and up. Lesser pressure will result in significantly narrowing down the distance between 

the hydrophone sensors (e.g.: 2 bar pressured pipes will require hydrophones being 

distanced ~200m from one another) 

- Good cellular coverage (data transfer to the Cloud) & good radio reception (sensors milli-

second synchronization) 

2- Pipe material & AQS sensor type: 

Aquarius technology supports all pipe material and all diameters. 

AQS accelerometers provide excellent results on monitoring metallic pipes (incl. steel, ductile 

iron, CI-, MS-, CS- pipes and other ferrous material), as well as concrete pipes incl. PCP or AC 

pipes up to 24’’ diameter. 

AQS hydrophones will pick up leaks on any larger diameter pipes and all plastic material pipes 

incl. GRP, PVC, all polyethylene MDPE/HDPE pipes. 

3- AQS sensors performance: Leak detection VS. distance between sensors 

AQS hydrophones perform excellent correlations and detect water leaks as small as 10 

liters/min with a distance between the sensors which can go as high as 1,200m.  

For a leak detection accuracy as sharp as ‘’less than 3m deviation’’ from the actual location of 

the water leak on the physical pipe, the optimal distance between AQS hydrophone sensors is 

750 meters on metallic pipes. 

For AQS accelerometers sensors: the distance between sensors ranges between up to 300-

400m in an urban environment, to as high as 1,200m on straight pipes outside cities/in a quiet 

acoustic environment. 

4- Case Studies 

Please refer to case studies collected at Aquarius Spectrum Clients across the world: Hereafter 

documents selected for particular focus on leak detection using various sensors’ types 

positioned at large distance from one another, on various pipe material. 
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Case Study Nr 1: Unity Water, Australia 

A Successful Trial for Aquarius Spectrum’s acoustic Leak Detection technology in Australia 

Two sensors placed 1,200 meters apart accurately identified an underground leakage 
 

Unity Water, a leading Australian sewerage and water service corporation was looking 
for advanced solutions in order to detect and reduce water pipe leakages and prevent 
major pipe bursts and asset failure.  
 
During July 2018, a trial was conducted using Aquarius Spectrum’s AQS-SYS acoustic 
monitoring technology. As part of the trial, 18 vibration correlated accelerometer 
sensors were installed on areas of the water network. The installation was very easy 
and quality results were quickly achieved.  
 
24 hours from activation of the system, the AQS platform accurately pinpointed a leak 
that was clearly indicated by correlation from several “couples” including a couple with 
a distance between the sensors of over 1,200 meters. The detection at such a distance 
was possible due to the sophisticated sensor technology and advanced algorithms 
utilized by Aquarius Spectrum.  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/10012107/admin/updates/
http://www.aquarius-spectrum.com/
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Case Study Nr.2: Key West Florida, USA 

Aquarius PVC Case Study – Key West FL. 8th – 15th of Jan 2019 
 

FKAA- Florida Keys Aqueduct Authority identified Simonton Street as an area that 
contains high water loss rates – 1,000 gallons of water per hour. The PVC water pipe 
along this street is 6,963 feet long and Aquarius used 7 hydrophone sensors to cover 
half of it. These hydrophone sensors were installed 450 to 700 ft. apart on 
aboveground hydrants (see picture below) and empty meter boxes. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Typical sensor installation Simonton St.  
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Pilot Timeline and Activities 
After a couple of days 2 POIs were detected by the AQS-SYS system and IQ300 was 
used to pinpoint their exact location. See image below highlighting the POIs. 

 

Figure 2 – Underground leak shown in AQS-SYS.  

The highlighted blue line is a branch, attached from the main to the consumer water 
meter. 

Two leaks were found and verified with a ground microphone. The digging had found 
two leaks over the same branch and repaired them using a clamp.  The actual leaks 
were around 50 feet from the alert location on the system.   

Leak alert 

Actual Leak location 
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Figure 3 – The leak location was found and fixed.  

These leaks were identified by two hydrophones 518 feet apart. The results shown in 
the graph below indicate the average weighted distance from the first sensor on the 
couple (148 feet from sensor no1). Also, a strong clear leak frequency from 100 to 150 
Hz, over the same distance location.   

 

Figure 4 – The leak alert as shown in AQS-SYS.  
 

Approximately 15 leaks were found using these 7 hydrophones.  
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Case Study Nr 3: PUB, Singapore’s National Water Agency 

Aquarius Spectrum provides leak detection services in Singapore 

900 hydroponic sensors to be installed to monitor 400km of large water mains 

 
 

Executive Summary:  
 
Aquarius Spectrum has probably the best Hydrophone leak detection technology available on 
the market today. This is backed by extensive and thorough testing performed in 2019 & 2020 
by PUB- Singapore’s National Water Agency – who has one of the strictest industry reputation 
for rationally selecting suppliers. 
 
PUB tested all prominent continuous leak detection technologies available on the market 
today, over multiple tests performed during a few weeks on their piping network: PUB had pre-
selected Aquarius Spectrum, Gutermann, Primayer, Halma, & Echologics for the benchmark 
testing. 
 
Aquarius was the only technology capable of repeatedly detecting water leaks on large 
metallic water mains, with less than 3-meter deviation accuracy, while having a 750m distance 
between the Hydrophone correlating sensors. Aquarius ranked the highest in the Tender’s 

Technical Field Test Scoring with maximum points attribution, and was awarded the 900 
Hydrophone supply project. 
 
The project is currently being deployed, and the first dozens of sensors installed & activated 
are already finding water leaks. 
 
 

1- Preparation test target: 

 
From Tender test documents: 
 
“Site test to be performed on PUB’s water supply network. The pipeline where the proposed 
system will be tested on is a 700 mm diameter mild steel pipe, with a length of approximately 
1.2 kilometres. The pressure of the pipeline is estimated to be 3-6 bars.  
The test will simulate leak spot(s) for the Tenderer’s system to trace and identify. The 

tenderer’s system shall have the accuracy of pin-pointing the leak spot(s) to within ± 3.0 
metres. 
[…] 
Individual sensors should have the ability to work on existing appurtenances and have the 
capability to detect leaks over long distances. The sensors shall be spaced at about 750m 
apart.” 
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2- Preparation & Installation: 

 

 
 
 
 
Based on PUB GIS data 
 
Preparation required: 
 

• 1’’ exit 
 
Installation: 
 

• Hydrophonic 
acoustic sensors 
 

• Temporary 
attachment 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

700 mm 

steel pipe 

Air 

Release 

Valves 

WashOut 

valves 
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3- Velocity calibration of sound in pipe: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Measuring Actual sound Velocity in the pipe: 
V = L / delta-T 
Same V for same material and diameter 
 

• delta-T measured by AQS system 
 
 
 
 

4- Test site - GIS accuracy vital for success 

 

 

 
• Used mobile GPS for locating: 

o Air Release valves 
o Washout valves 

 
• E.g. Air Release valve Assert ID 

5279 AT LOT SF54 location 
difference to GIS: 31m.  

 

 
 
 

 
 

L 

Washout 

valve 

Hydrophone Sensors 

on Air Release Valve 

Sound velocity V 
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5- Velocity calibration in 700mm mild steel pipe – Couple of 374m 

 
 
V = L / delta-T  
   = 374 / 0.3369 
   = 1108 m/sec 
 
(Note: previous L was 421m) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

6- Velocity calibration in 700mm mild steel pipe – Couple of 740m 

 
 
V = L / delta-T  
   = 740/ 0.6697 
   = 1104 m/sec 
 
(Note: previous L was 705m) 
 
➔Take V = 1106 m/sec 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Sensor 1 

Sensor 2 

WashOut 

Sensor 1 

Sensor 2 

WashOut 
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Leak simulation for 740 m – correlation results 

 

Opening on 18.12.2019 
03:00am GMT of 20 L/min 
 

• Distance between 
the Sensors:   740m      

• Distance to the 
simulation point: 
505m 

• Correlation result is 
+- 3m from the 
Washout valve 
location. 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

7- Leak simulation for 1113 m – correlation results 

 

Opening on 18.12.2019 03:00am GMT of 20 L/min 
 
 
 
 

• Distance between the Sensors:   1113m      
• Distance to the simulation point: 505m 
• Correlation result is +- 3m from the 

Washout valve location. 

 

  
 

 

AQS point 

Sensor 2 

Sensor 1 

WashOut by 

GPS 

Sensor 2 

Sensor 1 

AQS point WashOut by GPS 
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Measuring Pressure Hammer waves using Hydrophone and Pressure sensors 

 

 

8- Pressure measurement – every minute on Air Valve – Assert ID 5271 

 

 

 

 

9- Pressure measurement – every minute on Air Valve – Assert ID 5271 

 

 

 

  

Sample rate: 500Hz 

Waterwell 
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10- Suspected small Leak near Air Release valve - Asset ID 5271 

 

• Small leak is 
heard when no 
simulation done 
 

• Day and night 
 

• Can be heard 
also using 
iQuarius 300 

 

 
 

 

11- Summary 

 

• Aquarius Spectrum technology is a combination of breakthrough signal processing 
techniques with AI-powered statistical analysis of daily acoustic 
measurements, providing ultimate leak detection capabilities with very few false 
positives. 

• GIS accuracy is critical for achieving the required accuracy in detection. 
• Velocity calibration should be done once, for each pipe type. 
• Once velocity calibration is performed while using an accurate GIS data, the results 

are within +-3m. 
• AQS system provides protection from major bursts: 

o Measuring pressure transients 
o Detecting small leaks 
o Flagging a fast leak growth 
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Products Solutions Services

Netilion Water Network Insights from Endress+Hauser

Slide 1 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg
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The Future of Water is digital, secure and efficient

Remote instrumentation and Cloud services

Slide 2 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg

Data transmission

Data management

Data analysis

Data collection

Physical world
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Ensuring compliancy and efficient processes

Remote instrumentation and Cloud services

Additional customer value:

Define limits and track:

• Daily, monthly and yearly totalizers

• Totalizers forward, backward and net

• Get SMS notifications for limits 

Advanced Reporting for Totalizers

Advanced Monitoring / Alarming for Totalizers

Daily totalizer

Slide 3 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg
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Providing efficient water distribution with leakage monitoring

Remote instrumentation and Cloud services

Source : IWA

Additional customer value:

• Detect Minimum night flow

• Ensure Pressure monitoring, 
reporting and alarming

• EC, temperature reading out

Slide 4 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg
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Promag W 800 – Measuring anywhere, with or without power grid

Remote instrumentation and Cloud services

Slide 5 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg

Secure data transmission and operation:

• Intuitive and easy configuration using 
Bluetooth technology

• Flexible integration into customer-
specific SCADA or E+H Netilion WNI 
Solution.

• Comprehensive insights into 
measurement data and device 
maintenance data.

• One-of-a-kind (remote) Instrument 
verification with Heartbeat technology

• Secure end-to-end encrypted data 
communication.
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Operational reliability with Heartbeat Verification

Remote Verification Remote Diagnostics

Remote instrumentation and Cloud services

83.0 %
1003 d

Additional customer value:

• Trigger, read and protocol HB 
Verification results

• Access additional battery 
lifetime information 

• Get SMS notifications for 
alarms

• One Flowmeter (battery 
powered or not)=> less spares

• MID approval

Slide 6 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg
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Summary

Remote instrumentation and Cloud services

• Example given in this presentation:  Battery powered Promag W800 ; One flowmeter for ALL 
NRW applications; But this solution is applicable on our complete product portfolio! 

(Level – Pressure – Temperature – Analytical - …)

• Centralized and decentralized applications can be connected by different means.

• Verification can be triggered remotely and generate a certified report.  -> AUDITPROOF, COST 
& RISK REDUCING solution!

• 1 central platform for all connected assets and documentation (3rd party included!)

• Easy to use API  or OPC UA to get all relevant data out and connect to other maintenance and 
ERP platforms. 

• Additional functionality can be applied ( Night flow, leakage detection, verification, remote 
maintenance,…)

• References available on all kind of applications.

Slide 7 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg
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Summary

Remote instrumentation and Cloud services

Thank you for your attention, do you have any questions?

Slide 8 Endress+Hauser SC Belgium and Luxembourg





 Contact Nicky Pollet  +32 14 24 81 91
                                            nicky.pollet@gefran.be



Battery operated IoT sensors are game- 
changing when talking transparent network. 
AVK Smart Water IoT sensors provide data 
directly from applications in the water distribu-
tion network making the invisible data visible.

Read more about our IoT sensors and choose 
the right sensors that accommodate your needs.

AVK SMART WATER
IOT SENSORS

UNBOXING GRID 
POTENTIAL

Installing smart consumer 
meters is only a glimpse of 
the potential value data can 
provide.

Between smart meters and 
water pumps, there are few 
or no data collecting devices 
at all. But there are thou-
sands of points where useful 
data can be retrieved from. 
If you have the right tool, 
transparency is right at hand. 

DATA GROWS IN VALUE 
THROUGH USE 

Combining all data from the 
distribution network in a sys-
tem gives the opportunity to 
analyse information coming 
from sensors in the network. 
That way data can be used 
to make informed decisions 
based on facts. 



VIDI FLOW
VIDI Flow provides overview of water flow. That way, it gives utilities the necessary information 
to calculate water balance, which makes it easier to detect leaks or bursts.

VIDI Flow is installed in combination with a flow meter with a pulse output. Based on the 
pulses from the flow meter, it measures the total volume and calculates the average flow (m3/
hour) and transmits the data to the VIDI Device Hub. 

VIDI PRESSURE
VIDI Pressure makes it possible for utilities to get an overview of the pressure level at specific 
points in the distribution network. It makes it easy to discover pressure drops or -rises, and 
thereby optimise the operation.

It measures water pressure and transmits the data to the VIDI Device Hub. Due to its flexible 
design, VIDI Pressure can easily be installed at selected points in the network.

VIDI TEMPERATURE
VIDI Temperature provides an indication of water temperature, which helps utilities determine 
if the water is above or under recommended temperatures. Thereby, utilities can always be 
alarmed if there are any health hazards in the offing. 

VIDI Temperature measures water temperature from -20° up to +80° and transmits the data 
to the VIDI Device Hub. Due to its flexible design, VIDI Temperature can easily be installed at 
selected points in the network.

VIDI OPEN/CLOSE
VIDI Open/close gives utilities the opportunity to monitor the open/close status of different 
assets in the distribution network making it easy to maintain an overview. 

It registers the status by indicating whether the asset is open or closed and transmits the data 
to the VIDI Device Hub. It can be installed in different applications, where there is a moving 
and a fixed part.

VIDI LEVEL
VIDI Level measures the distance to the nearest surface in a well. This a great way to reduce 
the risk of intrusion and deterioration by flooding.

The VIDI Level sensor’s ultrasonic principle allows utilities to measure water or sand level 
without having to be in direct contact with the medium in e.g. a chamber. Due to its flexible 
design, VIDI Level is easily installed.



VIDI 
DEVICE HUB

VIDI Device Hub* collects and decodes data 
from all AVK Smart Water IoT sensors and 
makes data available through an API. It han-
dles protocols and ensures communication 
from devices in the field via a communication 
network such as LoRa or NB-IoT. VIDI Device 
Hub aligns data and makes it available for 
third party software tools such as SCADA, GIS, 
BMS etc.

*When purchasing an AVK Smart Water IoT sensor, VIDI Device 
Hub will be added as it is a prerequisite to be able to read and 
understand the data from the devices. VIDI Device Hub is also 
a prerequisite for VIDI Pilot, VIDI Basic, VIDI Advanced and VIDI 
Premium.

VIDI POSITIONER
VIDI Positioner gives an overview of the 
open/close status of valves at critical points 
or section boundaries in the distribution net-
work. It helps utilities optimise network op-
erations by indicating if a valve is open or 
closed.
 
It indicates in percentages from 0-100 how 
much the valve is open. That way, it is easy to 
see if valves are rightfully opened or closed. 
Due to its battery technology, VIDI Positioner 
can be installed underground in pits and still 
transmit data to the VIDI Device Hub. 

VIDI CAP
VIDI Cap is installed on fire hydrants and gives utilities the opportu-
nity to monitor hydrants continuously. That way, utilities can easier 
distinguish water loss through hydrants between real loss and 
necessary use. 

VIDI Cap detects whenever the cap of a hydrant is opened or closed. 
When the cap is opened, VIDI Cap sends an alarm immediately to the 
VIDI Device Hub.

AVK SMART WATER IOT SENSORS



LEAKAGE DETECTION
In active leakage detection, it is important 
to know the status of the emergency or 
cross-section valves as a wrongly posi-
tioned valve will interfere with pressure and 
flow measurements, and in the end disrupt 
the leakage detection system.

By implementing sensors to measure flow 
and pressure throughout the network, it 
is easy to set up automatic monitoring of 
the balance in each sector and detect if a 
leakage or burst occurs.

TAMPER DETECTION
A major contributor to water loss is theft 
through hydrants or from temporary 
outputs. Therefore, it is important to monitor 
water outputs that are more accessible 
than others. For example, assets located in 
solitary places in the network or on a site 
development.

By installing sensors on high-risk points in 
the network, it is possible to detect when- 
ever assets are being used.

AVK SMART WATER
SENSOR APPLICATIONS

PRESSURE MONITORING
An essential part of pressure management 
is to verify that valves in the network are 
either completely open or closed. A partly 
closed valve will increase demand from 
pumps to keep the correct pressure to all 
customers. To avoid unnecessary waste 
of energy, pressure can be reduced when 
demand is low.

By installing pressure sensors, the demand 
can be monitored, and pumps adjusted 
accordingly without compromising service 
to customers.

OPERATION INSIGHT
In the day-to-day running of a distribution 
network, operation insights are important to 
ensure full functionality of the system e.g. 
exercising equipment. By exercising equip-
ment, such as valves, regularly field worker 
can minimise the hassle of operating the 
valve, reduce working hours on specific 
cases considerably, and in the end bring 
down the cost related to regular field work.

If a valve is not exercised, it may seize up 
or become difficult to operate, making the 
repair work difficult and time-consuming. 
By installing sensors on selected points in 
the system, down-time can be reduced.

AVK Smart Water
Ursusvej 15B
8464 Galten
Denmark

www.avkvalves.com
info-smartwater@avk.dk



Intelligent platform

Integrated pilot valve to optimize pressure regulation 

and optional integrated equipment to remotely 

monitor flow, and water quality. 

Application modifiable
Fully customizable to fit the most 

challenging installation conditions 

in the most cost-efficient way. 

Versatile flow control

Water utilities can now easily implement 

pressure control technology to benefit 

from a protected water network. 

Easy and safe maintenance
The station can be safely accessed and the 

valves simple light weight mechanical design 

ensure the shortest possible service time. 

Complete connectivity
Plug and Play hydraulic connection with our 

Multijoint 3000 Plus, forgiving differential ground 

settlement with maximum angular deviation.

No actuator stem or diaphragm

Significantly reduced complexity. Low maintenance 

requirements due to very simple design 

with few components and no elastomer diaphragm.

Little effort. 
Big improvements.

PRV station application



GF Piping Systems

Networks without 
compromises

NeoFlow pressure regulating valve

Water distribution company: IRETI

A reliable and innovative solution 
to combat non-revenue water.



PMS Pantone® 286 PMS Pantone® 284

Your contact
Georg Fischer Piping Systems Ltd

Ebnatstrasse 111

8201 Schaffhausen / Switzerland

Telephone +41 (0)52 631 11 11

mail@georgfischer.com

www.gfps.com
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Co-developed with OFUI

Antonio Gualtieri from IRETI (left) and Marco Alberti (right) from GFPS Italy with a 
DN50 NeoFlow PRV. 

Installation of a DN100 NeoFlow pressure regulating valve.  

As part of the commitment to continuously improving the perfor-

mance of their water networks, IRETI is constantly on the lookout 

for reliable products that will help preserve precious water re-

sources. Having tried a wide variety of pressure regulating valves, 

IRETI was attracted by NeoFlow PRV’s simplicity and innovative de-

sign. Joint testing at a certified laboratory provided confirmation of 

the product’s versatile capabilities like a more accurate and very 

stable flow (down to zero), even at small operating differential. 

The NeoFlow PRV has a simple axial flow design and a light-

weight, corrosion-free polymer body. These features make it  

significantly easier and cost efficient to install and maintain than 

existing solutions on the market. NeoFlow enables precise pres-

sure control, protects networks against excess pressure and  

reduces mechanical stress on components. In addition, the space 

savings achieved with the compact design of the NeoFlow PRV 

can be utilised to install measuring instruments (e.g. flowmeters) 

without modifying existing pipework.

The effective use of pressure management has reduced the rate of 

pipe bursts in IRETI’s networks by over 60%, simultaneously  

reducing water leakages (a key strategic goal for the company). 

This increases the lifetime of the piping system while reducing 

maintenance requirements, disruption and leading to cost savings. 

Furthermore, this has enabled the water utility to increase its  

active leak detection program using available resources. Besides 

the pressure regulating system reduced the requirement for 

pumped water resulting in energy savings of 30 e.t.p. (equivalent 

tons of petrol). The enhanced pressure stability delivered by Neo-

Flow guarantees a consistent and reliable water distribution with 

the added benefits of reduced mechanical stress due to pressure 

variation.

Project background

Selected technical solution

Achieved improvement

State-of-the-art technology 
for pressure management

IRETI supplies water to over 2.5 million customers in almost 300 municipalities in Northwest Italy, with a network 
of roughly 20’000 kilometers. The water loss in Italy is on average 37%. Also IRETI faces the challenge of non-
revenue water and with it the associated maintenance and asset lifetime. The innovative NeoFlow pressure 
regulating valve (PRV) by GF Piping Systems is providing the solution. 

• Simple, low-maintenance design 
• Up to 40% faster to install
• Excellent performance characteristics
• Decrease of pipe bursts and reduction of non-revenue 

water
• Savings in cost, energy and resources

Customer benefits



GF Piping Systems

Sinkhole swallows 
parked cars in the city

ELGEF Plus – Big Dimensions

Publiacqua S.p.A. Florence, Italy

Emergency repair with MULTI/JOINT® 3000 Plus 
system and rapid installation of a bypass with 
ELGEF Plus couplers and GF Piping Systems fl anges.



Your contact
GF Piping Systems Ltd

Ebnatstrasse 111

8201 Scha� hausen / Switzerland

Telephone +41 (0)52 631 11 11

mail@georgfi scher.com

www.gfps.com
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Trouble-free repair of all pipes: MULTI/JOINT® 3000 Plus.

Perfect and easy fi t for PE repairs: 
ELGEF Plus coupler and GF Piping Systems fl ange d500 mm.

In May 2016, a large part of the embankment in downtown 

Florence near Ponte Vecchio collapsed all of a sudden and crashed 

down a few meters. A leaking DN600 cast iron main water pipe had 

washed away a massive amount of soil, causing a giant sinkhole 

with a swirling water mass, which swallowed parked cars and 

caused great chaos. Publiacqua S.p.A., the waterworks of Florence, 

had to fi nd a solution to restore the water supply of a major part of 

Florence's residents as quickly as possible. All parties involved in 

the repair of the temporary transport line bypass had to act quickly, 

reliably, and e�  ciently.

Publiacqua S.p.A., in general applies the principle that new suppli-

ers must go through a tough quality control process before they 

can actually supply any products. Fortunately, the urgently needed 

GF Piping Systems components for the repair and bypass line had 

already been approved by the water works. Moreover, the excellent 

stock level of the local wholesaler near Florence and GF  Piping 

Systems distribution center in Italy, provided very fast on site deliv-

ery of the required MULTI/JOINT® 3000 Plus system, d500  mm 

ELGEF Plus couplers, fl ange adaptors and fl anges. In such emer-

gency repair situations in particular, not only the availability of the 

products but also the ease of installation of the large diameter 

ELGEF Plus Couplers d500 mm and the fi t of all the di� erent 

GF Piping Systems components were highly appreciated.

The excellent communications, extensive stock levels, and fast 

response times between the water works and GF Piping Systems 

Italy, resulted in rapid delivery and installation. Within only 24 hours 

of the sinkhole crash, the temporary bypass of the water line was 

installed and restored, securing the water supply of thousands of 

residents and tourists. Publiacqua S.p.A. put its trust in GF Piping 

Systems products and highly appreciated the e� ort and support of 

GF Piping Systems Italy. They will not hesitate to use GF  Piping 

Systems products again in the future.

Project background

Selected technical solution

Accomplished improvement

ELGEF Plus – water supply 
burst restored in just 24h

The value of high quality products and outstanding services are especially noticeable in emergency 
situations. A massive sinkhole caused by a leaking DN600 ductile cast iron pipe swallowed thirty parked 
cars in downtown Florence. In addition to the disastrous damages, the water company had to immediately 
restore the water supply for thousands of residents. The challenging task – installing a bypass – could be 
quickly solved with GF Piping Systems products. 

• Excellent and fast communication between 
the local dealer and water utility company.

• Extensive stock levels and immediate delivery 
of all urgent repair components.

• Perfect fi t of all GF Piping Systems components: 
ELGEF Plus electro-fusion couplers, fl ange adaptors, 
fl anges, MULTI/JOINT® 3000 Plus system.

• Easy and fast installation restored the water supply 
within 24 hours.

Customer benefi ts



GF Piping Systems

Peace of mind for 
water transport lines

ELGEF Plus – Big Dimensions

FARYS Water Utility Gent – Belgium

Minimize water utility risks with 
the ELGEF Plus electrofusion system and 
Ultrasonic NDT (Non-Destructive Testing).
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Georg Fischer Piping Systems Ltd

Ebnatstrasse 111

8201 Scha� hausen / Switzerland

Telephone +41 (0)52 631 11 11

mail@georgfi scher.com

www.gfps.com

Trouble-free installation of d500 mm ELGEF Plus couplers with active reinforcement.

100% Ultrasonic NDT testing of the d500 mm butt fusion joints in the HDD passage.

To meet increasing water demand in the coming years, FARYS, the 

water utility company of Flanders/Belgium, decided to install a 

1.5 km d500 mm water transport line in the dense inner city. To min-

imize disturbance to the residents, keep the infrastructure intact, 

and ease the installation of the d500 mm pipe, a 750 m passage had 

to be dug 23 m deep underneath a high-rise building, a parking lot 

and a shopping mall. Considering the high pulling forces required for 

the horizontal directional drilling (HDD) trenchless technique, FARYS 

technicians had some concerns about the performance of the butt 

fusion joints. Polyethylene (PE) joints are completely reliable and 

tested for HDD, but how could they minimize the potential risk of any 

subsequent damage? Ultrasonic NDT was the perfect solution.

For large diameters FARYS formerly relied on steel or ductile cast 

iron (DCI) pipes, but the rigidity and missing end-load resistance of 

metal pipes made them not a valid option for the project. In com-

parison, the fl exible, fully restrained, homogenously welded PE 

pipes with a corrosion-free service life span of more than 100 years 

convinced the decision makers of FARYS. Only high quality suppli-

ers were selected for this project to ensure the best possible 

performance and reduce the risk. With its high quality products and 

great technical reputation GF Piping Systems was chosen as the 

provider of the fi ttings and jointing technology. To minimize possi-

ble risks and assure the quality and reliability of the welds, all HDD 

joints were scanned and assessed by GF Piping Systems with 

Ultrasonic NDT. A pass or fail “Fit for Service” weld report is 

provided after using Ultrasonic NDT. If passed, GF Piping Systems 

provides an extended weld warranty.

The well harmonized machines and tools for electrofusion and the 

ease of installation of the ELGEF Plus couplers with active reinforce-

ment saved the contractor a great amount of valuable installation 

time. Moreover, the positive outcome of the Ultrasonic NDT tests 

reassured FARYS that the installation was reliable and leak-proof.

Project background

Selected technical solution

Accomplished improvement

Ultrasonic NDT: Extended weld 
warranty when passing the 
“Fit for Service” report.

Due to growing population fi gures in cities, the demand for water in cities is constantly on the rise. 
To meet this higher demand, water utility companies must retrofi t large diameter transport lines in densely 
populated inner-city areas, which often poses major challenges. Trenchless installation techniques combined 
with Ultrasonic NDT o� ers minimized risks at reduced construction costs.

• Hassle-free and fast installation of ELGEF Plus couplers 
thanks to patented active reinforcement principle.

• Strong and reliable connections with 
CNC butt fusion machines.

• 100 % Ultrasonic NDT testing of the joints in the 
HDD passage as evidence of the weld quality 
extends GF Piping Systems weld warranty.

• Excellent local support including fi ttings, machines, 
tools, trainings, documentation, and technical services.

Customer benefi ts



GF Piping Systems

Maximum fl exibility 
with PE pipeline systems

ELGEF Plus – Large dimensions

Expansion of the drinking water supply network,
PE transport lines ensure a long service life,
Amstetten, Austria

Reliable connections with ELGEF Plus
couplers ensure a long service life of 
PE transport lines
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The extra-large inner diameter of the coupler allows easy assembly.

Integrating a 12m long PE pipe in a trench shoring operation.

The 250 km long supply network of the public utility Amstetten 

supplies drinking water to the region’s 25,000 inhabitants. As 

part of a fi ve-year network expansion project, a new 2.2 km 

transport line with a diameter of 400 mm is being routed through 

the city between a well water system and the central reservoir. As 

the project progresses, the line will also have to pass under rail-

way tracks in a later section. Consequently, a long service life, 

resistance and fl exibility are the essential requirements for this 

new transport line.

To ensure the greatest possible fl exibility and service life, the water 

utility Amstetten decided on corrosion-free SDR17 polyethylene 

pipes with a diameter of 400 mm. PE pipe runs weigh less than 

heavy cast pipes and much easier to handle, both in urban areas and 

in trench shoring operations. ELGEF Plus couplers are used to con-

nect to fi xed points and to ensure the dimensionally-accurate fi tting 

of dissimilar sections.

The pipe installation engineers from the water company Amstetten 

found the easy overthrust of the ELGEF Plus couplers with active 

reinforcement a welcome improvement. This simplifi ed procedure 

made pipeline construction fast and easy. The high product and 

connection quality of the ELGEF Plus couplers and the PE pipes 

guarantee the water utility company a trouble-free and non-corro-

sive operation of the transport line. The supply of clean drinking 

water for future generations is therefore ensured.

Project background

Selected technical solution

Accomplished improvements

Durable and reliable –
ELGEF Plus couplers

Stadtwerke Amstetten in south-west Lower Austria supplies the region’s inhabitants with clean drinking water. 
The Amstetten water supply company is living up to its responsibility for water as a vital resource by expanding 
its pipe network, stage-by-stage, in order to supply future generations with top-quality drinking water.

• Durable, corrosion-free PE pipe network.
• Meets stringent hygiene standards and 

is permanently airtight.
• Lightweight PE pipes are easy to handle 

in narrow trenches
(urban areas/trench shoring operations).

• The active reinforcement of the ELGEF Plus
couplers allows a simple, fast connection.

Customer benefi ts
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Efficient site 
management using 
digital documentation

Track & Trace

Mennicke Rohrbau GmbH, Nuremberg, Germany

More time for core business at the 
construction site, thanks to seamless 
digital data acquisition via app. 
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All relevant data can now be accessed at any time via smartphone. 

The geodata of the components are precisely captured by an antenna. 

The site managers at Mennicke Rohrbau GmbH are regularly 

overloaded with the demands of installing supply lines for Infra 

Fürth GmbH. Time-consuming activities such as documenting 

batch lists or recording pipe sequences prevent them from per-

forming important site management duties. Customer meetings, 

installer training, and ordering components are often neglected 

due to the extensive work required by documentation.

Since the start of the year, Mennicke Rohrbau GmbH has been 

using the Track & Trace system from GF Piping Systems and is 

now using the app for all tasks on the construction site. All rele-

vant product and tool data, as well as fusion processes, are re-

corded via smartphone. The data is collated in a central platform 

and can be retrieved in digital form at any time. The site manag-

ers can then retrieve, consolidate, and evaluate this data in the 

office as required. 

By using the Track & Trace system, Mennicke Rohrbau GmbH 

benefits from significant time savings and increased efficiency. 

Thanks to the user-friendly, fast, and flexible recording of all 

data, site managers now have time to focus on the most impor-

tant aspects of their job: Coordination tasks on the construction 

site, customer meetings, and quality inspections. The welders in 

particular are excited about the new system: The required fusion 

parameters can now simply be scanned via a QR code and sent 

via Bluetooth to the fusion device. The fusion protocol is then au-

tomatically generated and digitally archived.

Project background

Selected technical solution

Improvements achieved

Digital data acquisition and 
real-time interaction

Mennicke Rohrbau GmbH is responsible for the construction and maintenance of gas, water, and district heating 
pipes on behalf of Infra Fürth GmbH. The multifaceted tasks of the responsible site managers range from construc-
tion site coordination and customer meetings to time-consuming documentation tasks. The Track & Trace service 
from GF Piping Systems helps them record and digitalize all relevant data seamlessly. 

• Noticeable improvement in the efficiency of time-con-
suming documentation tasks.

• Seamless recording of all relevant field data – from the 
products and tools through to the construction site.

• Precise and reliable recording of all locations and struc-
tured incorporation into the GIS system.

• Automatic scanning of fusion parameters and transmis-
sion to the fusion device.

Customer benefits
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Wat kunnen wij bieden?:

• Scouting, identificatie van relevante technieken

• (Door)ontwikkeling en gereedmaken van nieuwe technieken 

voor specifieke toepassingen

• Validatie, review

• Creëren van rekenmodules voor andere platforms of complete 

software

Daarbij maken wij gebruik van:

• Een brede en diepe kennisbasis m.b.t. de stedelijke watercyclus

• Directe toegang tot wetenschappelijke literatuur en 

academische wereld

• Internationaal netwerk

• Korte lijnen met vele actoren in de watersector

• Technische knowhow

• Samenwerkingen met marktpartijen naar implementatie

www.kwrwater.nl peter.van.thienen@kwrwater.nl

KWR: Bridging science to practice

NON-REVENUE WATER

Synergistische detectie en 
lokalisatie met Callisto
Parallelle toepassing van 
meerdere methoden:
meer zekerheid van detectie en 
lokalisatie + vergelijking validatie, 
benchmarking

Numerieke optimalisatie van 
aantallen en locaties van druk-
en/of flowsensoren:
meer meetopbrengst uit minder
sensoren en inzicht in afwegingen



Non-Revenue Water Event

Rafael Michiels

1 Introduction

The detection and localization of leakages in water distribution networks represent a major challenge
for water utility companies worldwide. In a typical water distribution network, water losses amount
to 20-30%. The duration of leakages is typically divided into three components: (1) awareness time,
(2) localization time, and (3) repair time. The first component considers the time needed for a water
utility company to recognize the presence of a leakage, whereas the localization time refers to the time
needed to locate the leakage within the DMA. Finally, the repair time measures the time needed to
repair the leakage, including scheduling and licensing constraints for water utility companies. Even
when a leakage is detected, it still remains a daunting task for water utility companies to locate the
leakage within the DMA. To overcome this challenge, an end-to-end leakage localization model was
developed that can assist water utility companies with the implementation of a data-driven approach
to reduce the economic search cost to locate leakages.

2 Main idea of innovation

The main idea of this innovation is to reduce the localization time of leakages. Locating leakages
within a DMA is a labor-intensive and expensive process. In order to simplify this process, each DMA
is divided into various leakage zones. These leakage zones are subregions within the DMA that are
created by aggregating multiple individual nodes within the DMA.

Based on observed deviations in pressure measurements within a DMA, the leakage localization model
predicts the probability that the leakage is present in each of the created leakage zones. Based on
these probabilities, a search order is provided. This is a ranking of all the leakage zones in the DMA
according to descending likelihood of containing the leakage. It thus gives an intelligent way to search
through the DMA until the leakage is found.

By focusing the search effort in the leakages zones that are more likely to contain the leakage, irrelevant
parts of the DMA are not considered in the the labor-intensive and expensive search process, which
reduces the economic search cost substantially.

3 How is this technology applied?

The figure below presents in a practical manner how water utility companies can benefit from the
proposed innovation.

In the first place, it is important to remark that the proposed technological innovation does not require
the water utility company to have pressure sensors in their WDN before the analysis. A hydraulic
simulation software in EPANET or InfoWorks suffices.

In the second step, the hydraulic simulation software is enhanced with various water demand forecast-
ing models and other techniques to increase the accuracy of the simulation model.

Based on the simulation of pressure measurements under a significant amount of leakage scenarios, the
algorithm finds the optimal number and the optimal location of pressure sensors within the considered
DMA. The pressure sensors are subsequently installed within the DMA.
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In the following step, the algorithm applies various Machine Learning models to optimize the economic
search cost to locate the leakages.

In case of indications of the presence of a leakage, pressure measurements from the sensors are used
as input for the leakage localization model to make predictions. The model provides the leakage zones
which are most likely to contain the leakage, together with their corresponding probabilities of con-
taining the leakage.

By reducing the economic search cost to locate leakages, the proposed technological innovation provides
economic incentives to water utility companies to locate leakages faster, and is thus able to reduce the
NRW significantly.

4 Results of real-life experiments

In close collaboration with Farys, 30 field experiments were conducted. The results show that the
proposed leakage localization model is able to reduce the economic search cost up to 83.71% to locate
the leakage.

5 Advantages of the technology

The advantages of the proposed leakage localization model are summarized in the following figure.

6 More information?

Email: rafael.michiels@outlook.be
Phone number: +32 (0) 489 40 81 04
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Intelligent Leak Detection 

Agrippa detects, localizes and quantifies leakages in the 
public drinking water network using data from pressure and 
flow sensors. By monitoring leakages and their evolution, 
drinking water companies can intervene faster, more 
precisely and cost-effectively. 

Accurate Location and Size of Leakages 

Existing technologies using flow meters can only localize 
leakages on DMA-level (30-40 km²). Agrippa's technology 
allows us to localize and quantify leakages a lot more 
accurately (street level).  

 

Maximally Leveraging Infrastructural Investments 

Alternative methodologies to detect leakages are often invasive and/or more expensive. 
Examples of these technologies make use of satellites that scan the underground for masses of 
water around pipelines or use expensive and invasive glass fiber cables next to the pipelines. 

The Software as a Service of Agrippa makes use of 
above-ground sensors. This makes the technology 
significantly cheaper, more precise and low 
maintenance. 

Artificial Intelligence 

Agrippa's innovative technology combines both 
sensor data and the layout of the drinking water 
network itself. The challenges of this method are the 
imperfections in the datasets: e.g. incomplete data 
or measurement errors. To overcome these 
challenges, Agrippa uses Artificial Intelligence. 
Using multiple AI techniques allows us to detect 
leakages even more precisely and efficiently. 

 

 

 

• Street-level accuracy 

• Quantification of leakages 

• Leverage existing 
infrastructure and sensors 

• Low maintenance 

• Extremely scalable 

• Compatible with Digital 
Water Meter 

KEY BENEFITS 



 

The use of hybrid modelling and multi-dimensional 
optimization for leak localization in drinking water 
networks 

Vancoillie Filip1, Orodel Cristina1, Vaes Guido2, Coppens Jan3, Marlein Kris4, Berkvens Raf5, 
Ongenae Femke6, Van Hoecke Sofie6 

1 De Watergroep, Vooruitgangstraat 189, Brussel, Belgium, filip.vancoillie@dewatergroep.be 
2 HydroScan, Diestsesteenweg 104A, Leuven, Belgium, guido.vaes@hydroscan.be 
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5 IDLab, University of Antwerp – imec, The Beacon Antwerpen, Belgium 
6 IDLab, Ghent University – imec, iGent/AATower Zwijnaarde, Belgium 

Abstract: In this paper, the application of hybrid modelling as a tool to localise leaks in drinking water 
networks is discussed. Data from network topology, underground sensors and customer interaction are 
used as input for the models. Research is focused on finding an optimal balance to reduce costs and 
make more ambitious reduction of drinking water losses economically feasible.  

Keywords: Drinking water, Non-Revenue Water, leak localization, hybrid modelling 

Introduction 

Availability of water resources is under stress due to climatic changes, as experienced 
in the recent period of prolonged drought in Belgium. This underscores the 
importance of the Non-Revenue Water (NRW) strategy adopted by De Watergroep, 
distributing drinking water for 3.2 million inhabitants, aiming at the reduction of two 
thirds of the current real network losses by the end of 2025. 
 

State-of-the-art techniques for leak management use mathematical modelling of the 
hydraulics to detect abnormal consumption of drinking water per District Metered 
Area (DMA), by comparing flow sensor measurements at the feeding points of the 
zone with predicted consumptions. In order to localise leaks within a DMA, water 
distribution companies rely on very time consuming and labour intensive processes. 
New strategies are emerging that make use of an extensive amount of permanent 
acoustic sensors. However this approach is only economically feasible in condensed 
urban areas. 

Virtual sensors 

A suitable alternative to a physical sensor is a virtual sensor or mathematical model to 
approximate the behaviour of this physical sensor. The biggest advantage over their 
hardware counterpart is that they eradicate the need for hardware as their values are 
predicted based on sensor readings of the neighbouring sensors. This reduces cost 
without substantially compromising the quantity and quality of the collected data. 
Lastly, virtual sensors are software-oriented and data-driven making them easier to 
control and change. 
 

Virtual sensors can be generated using physics-based modelling and/or machine 
learning (ML). The main drawback of using ML is that lots of historical data of leaks 
and normal behaviour should be available to work well on different leak types and 



 

operational environments. The need for large training datasets is even more prevalent 
for deep learning compared to shallow learning approaches. Additionally, 
interpretability of ML models is often lacking whereas physics-based models give 
clear insights and understanding into causal relationships but are very complex to 
model and costly to execute. 

Hybrid modelling 

By fusing physics-based knowledge into ML (i.e. hybrid ML), shortcomings of ML 
can be solved. By leveraging hydraulic knowledge to aid in the efficient training of 
deep neural networks, even more physical sensors can be replaced by virtual ones to 
achieve similar prediction accuracies. As drinking water networks are constantly 
changing, information on actual valve positions should be integrated. 
 

To further aid the training and get accurate results, additional data points to feed the 
ML are (1) data on the constantly evolving status of the drinking water network, i.e., 
the position of valves and (2) early feedback from experts and/or citizens. First, in 
current algorithms, the real-time position of underground valves is not taken into 
account, or considered a given. A solution should adhere to the following two non-
functional requirements: (1) low installation and maintenance cost and (2) the ability 
to retrofit with minimal effort on (old) existing valves. Second, utility companies 
claim that often the majority of today’s leak detections are reported by the citizens. 

Nevertheless, linking these (unstructured) customer complaints to (undiscovered) 
leaks is still done in a purely trial-and-error way. Using this early feedback from a 
significant group of citizens as extra input for the hybrid model could drastically 
improve intervention strategies and optimize feedback towards the customer. 

Multi-dimensional optimization 

De Watergroep joined the imec.icon research project SmartWaterGrid1 together with 
industrial partners HydroScan, Aloxy, Itineris and HydroScan, and with IDLab, a core 
research group of imec, specialized on machine learning as well as data acquisition. 
The project improves leak localization by using hybrid modelling and finding the 
optimum cost-benefit balance across 3 dimensions. The first dimension consists of 
physical data on the water distribution network. The second dimension considers the 
amount of additional sensor data needed to feed algorithms. Citizens will provide 
input as additional data and validation of the model which forms the third dimension. 
 

Optimization along these dimensions needs to take into account parameters such as 
accuracy of leak localization, prediction time, financial gain and investment cost for 
sensors. The data analyses and demonstration are still ongoing and will be presented 
during the conference. 
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nr. HBC.2019.0057). 
 
References can be provided upon request. 

 
1 https://www.imec-int.com/nl/imec-icon/research-portfolio/smartwatergrid 

https://www.imec-int.com/nl/imec-icon/research-portfolio/smartwatergrid


 

 

Figures 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of information flows interacting with the hybrid model 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Drastic reduction of labour intensive leak localisation work within District 
Metered Area’s (DMA’s)  
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SOCORRO: Seeking Out Corrosion  
the hidden danger in your company 

 

Corrosion weighs heavily on the global economy – heavier than we might think at first glance. 
The IMPACT study (NACE, 2016) estimated that 3.8% of our gross domestic product worldwide 
is spent on preventing or repairing corrosion. In specific economic sectors,  the impact of 
corrosion is even greater. According to the European NeSSIE project, 18% of the technical 
operational expenditure (OPEX) of offshore energy production is due to corrosion; for ports and 
maritime companies, 19.9% of their turnover would be spent on corrosion prevention and 
maintenance. Moreover, one third of all those costs can be avoided by a smarter, more efficient 
system to manage the corrosion problem. Investing in more efficient ways to combat corrosion 
is therefore a sensible choice. 

Expressed in monetary value, the importance of corrosion becomes even more clear. Estimates 
for the cost of corrosion amount to 500 billion EUR for the European Union alone. For 
Flanders, Eurostat data (TGS00003) indicate a GDP of 269.88 billion EUR, leading to a 
corrosion cost of 10.26 billion EUR and potential savings of 2.5 billion. If we focus on the 
maritime sector, Port of Antwerp has a direct added value of 10.8 billion EUR with the maritime 
cluster alone responsible for 3.7 billion EUR (direct added value; data from 2017). If we apply 
the corrosion impact of 19.9% of the GDP (based on US data, NACE 2016) for port operations 
on this maritime cluster alone, we the four Flemish maritime ports (Antwerp, Ghent, Zeebrugge 
and Ostend) have a direct added value of 16.2 billion EUR with the maritime cluster alone 
responsible for 4.8 billion EUR (data from 2017). 

And there is more. Steel is a crucial resource for our technological society, which we use 
everywhere, in all kinds of constructions: for offshore installations, in ports, in industrial 
installations... Making new steel costs a lot of money and takes a big bite out of our energy and 
carbon budget. Rusty infrastructure poses a risk to the safety of personnel in and on those 
installations or ships: 90% of all accidents involving ships are attributed to corrosion. The more 
we can avoid rusting steel, the better. 

Objective 
15 partners from Belgium, France, The Netherlands and Great Britain therefore submitted an 
INTERREG 2 Seas project to set up a smart maintenance program on corrosion: SOCORRO, 
“Seeking out corrosion (before it is too late)”. This project wants to provide companies 
with independent means to assess corrosion risks in order to increase awareness and take 
preventive actions. 

We want to achieve this by creating a fast in situ sensor system to monitor a range of 
environmental markers to determine the risk of corrosion of steel submerged in water, as well as 
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a statistical method to mine data for overall corrosion risk estimate. Integrated in open access 
software with an easy-to-use dashboard, this will enable a fast response to an increased 
corrosion potential, avoiding potentially dangerous consequences and economic losses. 

To showcase this innovative technology, we will implement and demonstrate it in several 
industrial case studies (wind turbines at sea, water desalination/sanitation, ship’s hulls and 

ballast tanks, harbour sheet piles, process water) and show the economic opportunities. 

Corrosion monitoring in a smart way 
The first part of this project answers the question of how corrosion can be measured. Not that 
corrosion isn't monitored today. In many cases this is done by visual inspection, also under 
water. In addition, there are a number of physicochemical sensors that directly measure the 
corrosion rate. Most measurement systems are intrusive, such as the use of mass loss 
coupons, electrical or inductive resistance probes, and electrochemical techniques. Various 
non-destructive testing techniques exist to detect fissures, weld defects, pitting corrosion on the 
inside of metal pipes, etc. using electrochemical measurements, X-ray radiography or ultrasonic 
analysis. A number of such sensors are even integrated into the design of some installations, or 
in concrete with embedded steel. 

Is there an alternative way to predict corrosion? Yes and no. Corrosion is a complex 
phenomenon, driven by an interplay of different physicochemical causes (temperature, pH, 
salinity, oxygen concentration ...) and modulated by the activity of a large number of bacterial 
consortia. Trying to untangle this web of possible (co-)mechanisms has never led to a 
satisfactory answer in the past 2500 years. We therefore want to assess the environment, 
instead of focusing on the corrosion itself: we use the physicochemical and microbial 
parameters that determine the environment in which the corrosion occurs, as markers and not 
as causal factors (a strategy that is widely used in genetic and biomedical research or in 
environmental sciences). By measuring the environment, we assess the risk of corrosion. 

Corrosion monitoring in real life 
The project will provide 11 different industrial demonstration cases at different early adopters, 
acting as partners or members of the advisory board, to assess and optimise the industrial 
applicability of the SOCORRO system, as well as an overall economic study of these 
demonstration cases. These demonstrator cases will be installed in port environments, on board 
of ships, on coastal and offshore infrastructure, and in industrial process water and wastewater 
installations.  

As such, the use of the system may yield many benefits: 

1. Slowed down corrosion rate and extended life cycle of metal constructions 
2. Increased cost control and safety in maritime installations 
3. More reliable infrastructure and higher economic gains for the production of renewable 

energy 
4. More efficient water sanitation treatment and production 
5. More integrated water management. 

Want to contribute? Fill out our questionnaire on how you deal with corrosion. 

Want to stay informed? Visit www.socorro.eu or follow #SOCORROProject on LinkedIn 

https://www.socorro.eu/corrosion-survey
http://www.socorro.eu/
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